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Today is a good day in deed. You only need 
to take a look at bdw's mission and vision 
statements, to find out that what you are holding 
in your hands might not look like a giant step 
for mankind, but certainly marks a completely 
new perspective for bdw. It is namely our firm 
intention to serve the creative community 
between Milan and Istanbul 365 days a year, with 
a special dedication to our home-hub, Belgrade. 
And the magazine in front of you is the first 
of around twenty new exiting design-related 
products to follow from October 2010 on.

Those new offers will include bdw's new 
winter conference in November 2010 named 
"belgrade design weekend" with an important 
new regional award, several "dizajnpark" 
magazine issues a year, a new bdw web portal/
blog, completely new, innovative monthly 
business meetings under the name of  "creative 
thursdays" and many more remarkable and 
quite relevant projects in the pipeline... of 
which the most special will certainly become 
the new "bdw vip membership" proposition, a 
rather exclusive service for a selected few of our 
South East European and global members, who 
want to enjoy the full benefits of knowledge, 
information, entertainment and networking 
famously connected with bdw. 

The "dizajnpark" magazine for example, will 
be sent personally only to a limited number 
of our 2000 vip members, and not sold on 
newsstands or as standalone offer, as we don't 
wish to create any competition to our valuable 
media partners. This is also why we are calling 

this issue "Number zero", as it really holds the 
official report to our 2010 partners about the joint 
exposure at the bdw summer conference in 
May/June 2010, albeit a very detailed one, which 
probably no other creative/cultural event in see 
can present in this magnitude.

Therefore we decided it was worthy being 
called "dizajnpark magazine" in the first 
place, while as of November 15th 2010, when 
the first "regular" issue comes out of print, you 
will be able to sample the amazing editorial 
work of our contributors from all over the 
world - representing the same unique and rich 
experiences of one bdw conference day, let's say, 
only digested in a handy, thick, printed format, 
for you to save and keep as future reference 
point, complimented with special unlimited 
access to our new web-portal, our new events, 
workshops, concerts, happenings etc throughout 
the yearly season... 

For those of you, that is, who will in deed 
become bdw vip members and partners.
 
We are looking forward to developing such an 
exiting relationship with our audience in the 
2010 / 2011 season, and each new yearly season 
from thereon, from October to October... 
and are certainly hoping to have provided 
an inspirational overview of how good and 
relevant the bdw festival was in 2010. As this 
momentous happening serves as case-study how 
important bdw is for this region's economy, and 
what kind of important topics can be developed 
for our society with the help of bdw.

Foreword

Welcome to the new era of bdw 
with the new "dizajnpark magazine"!

Your bdw team, Belgrade, Summer 2010

Good day.
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"The participants list is impressive! Belgrade Design
Week is the best professional event I ever participated
in. But to me it also has emotional signicance. 
I am in Belgrade again, twenty years later. 
I was not sure what to expect but I encountered a
fantastic atmosphere and amazing people. 
I have a feeling I have old friends here."
KONSTANTIN GrcIc, BDW 2008 

Basic Information Contents

DATE:
 May 31st 2010 – June 05th 2010

LoCATIoNS-

CoNFERENCE: 
 Atelje 212,  
 Svetogorska 21

WoRKSHoPS:
 Belgrade City Council,  
 Trg Nikole Pašica 6

oPENING CEREMoNy:
 National Bank Of Serbia,  
 Nemanjina 17

NIGHT PRoGRAM / PARTIES:
 Plastic Light & Magacin

PREMIERES:
  Bang & Olufsen,
 Sisterlogic, Eglo, 
 Jasen, Ormolu,     
 Aquaboutique, Atelje 212,    
 Mosaic
 
VIP DINNERS:
 Public, Zaplet, Klub    
 Književnika, Balzac

A: Intro

1. THE CHEMISTRy oF BELGRADE   
 DESIGN WEEK

2. BDW 2010 - SMART2

3. BDW FESTIVAL SEGMENTS

4. BDW TARGET AuDIENCE

5. MEDIA IMPRESSIoNS

6. PARTNERSHIP MoDELS

7. BDW 2010 PARTNERS / THANx2

8. BDW 2010 LoCATIoN - ATELJE 212

9. BDW 2010 HoTEL - BEoGRAD ART HoTEL 

10. BDW 2010 DIZAJNLouNGE By ZAPLET

11. BDW 2010 TRAVEL & ACCoMMoDATIoN

12. 2010 KEy LoCAL MEDIA PARTNERS

13. 2010 SMART STuDENTS PARTNERS
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"Belgrade truly touched and moved me. It is dificult to
describe feelings that overflow me. Your desire to bring 
people together, your dedication and commitment to 
an idea, the need to look the people in the eye, the inner 
beauty I have encountered here, all is so sincere and real. 
There are not many such places on the planet.
Please, invite me again!"
Ross Lovegrove, BDW 2006

Belgrade Design Week 2010

B: Program

1. SMART² CoNFERENCE
 1.1 First Day 
 1.2 Second Day 
 1.3 Third Day

2. SMART LAB
 2.1 First Day 
 2.2 Second Day

3. DIZAJNPREMIERES
  3.1 BDW 2010 Grand Opening
 Ceremony
 3.2 Showroom Cocktail Receptions
 3.3 GTF Exhibition Opening
  3.4 Mosaic Cocktail & Dinner Party
  3.5 Banca Intesa & Mobilni 
 Magazin Cocktail Receptions
 3.6 VIP Dinners

4. DIZAJNIGHTS
  4.1 MTV Party
  4.2 IAA Party
  4.3 The Great Banca Intesa Party
  4.4 The World Famous BDW
 Closing Party
  4.5 BDW Thank You White Party

C: Communication Channels

1. WEB PRoDuCTIoN 
 
2. PRINT PRoDuCTIoN

3. PRoMo CAMPAIGN 
 
4. ExPoSuRE IN PRINT MEDIA

5. ExPoSuRE IN ELECTRoNIC MEDIA/TV

6. ExPoSuRE IN ELECTRoNIC MEDIA/WEB

7. TV  PRoDuCTIoN/BDW TV 
 CHRoNICLE 2010

8. PRESS CoNFERENCES 

9. LoCATIoN BRANDING

10. MEDIA PLAN/ADVERTISING VALuE

11. BELGRADE DESIGN WEEK 2010
 IN NuMBERS
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Dear Partners,
thank you very much for making BDW 2010 the most 
successful, most beautiful, and above all, most relevant 
BDW ever, for Belgrade, Serbia, the South East Europe 
region and the entire design world. belgrade design 
week would never be possible without your support!
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ARCHITECTURE/ECOLOGY
Workshop
“SMART ARCHITECTURE”
Participants: 50 Serbian 
architects and governmental 
decision makers on all levels -
from local to state
Moderation: BELLS, Srbija
Supported by 
The Embassy of the Netherlands. 
MATRA/KNIP

CULTURAL MANAGEMENT
Workshop
“SMART EINDHOVEN - 
LET’S GO DUTCH (ON CULTURE)”
Participants: 100 members of 
Serbian cultural institutions
on all levels
Moderation: Cees Donkers, 
City Hall of Eindhoven, Holland, 
co-organizer of Dutch Design Week

UTO/TUE   01/06/2010 SRE/WED   02/06/2010

CREATIVE THINKING/
DESIGN EDUCATION
Workshop
"SMART KIDS - THINKING MUNARI "
Participants: 100 educators, 
teachers, professors, students, 
educational managers, children
Moderation: Yaffa Gaon, Israel
Supported by 
Ministry of Education, Serbia

BUSINESS OF DESIGN
Workshop
"SMART STARTUP"
Participants: 50 members 
of the Serbian creative industry
Moderation: Agencija za 
Privredne Registre, Privredna 
Komora Srbije, Nacionalna 
Agencija za Regionalni Razvoj, 
Mane Radmanovi�-PURE,
Marko Macura-MEMBRANE
Supported by the 
Fund for Open Society

LIGHTING DESIGN
Workshop
"SMART LIGHT / LIGHTING DESIGN 
IN SHOPPING MALLS "
Participants: 50 Serbian architects, 
students, developers, engineers 
Moderation: Zeki Kadirbeyoglu, 
ZKLD LIGHT, Turkey
Supported by 
National Chamber of Engineers, Serbia

BUSINESS OF FASHION
Masterclass 
"SMART FASHION"
Participants: 20 selected members 
of the Serbian fashion industry
Moderation: Dušan Paunovi�, 
Milano/New York
Supported by GTZ - Gesellschaft  fur 
Technische Zusammenarbeit/Germany 

belgrade
design
lab

May 31st till 
June 2nd 2010

Free
entry

IAA SERBIA PARTY
WORLD EXCLUSIVE DJ SET

SIMON DE PURY, LONDON

RED BULL MUSIC ACADEMY TEAM

SOUND & VISION PARTY
WORLD EXCLUSIVE DJ SET

GTF, LONDON

RED BULL MUSIC ACADEMY TEAM

BDW CLOSING PARTY
WORLD EXCLUSIVE DJ SET

SURPRISE ACT

RED BULL MUSIC ACADEMY TEAM

10 most important projects 
that changed the face of
Belgrade in 2009-2010
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12:30 - 13:00  PAUSE & PRESS CONFERENCE 12:30 - 13:00  PAUSE & PRESS CONFERENCE 12:30 - 13:00  PAUSE & PRESS CONFERENCE

COCKTAIL OF THE DAY COCKTAIL OF THE DAY  COCKTAIL OF THE DAY

SMART STARS

SMART  BRANDS SMART  CULTURE SMART  CITY 

ČET/THU   03/06/2010 PET/FRI   04/06/2010

Dušan RS/IT

Ola Rune/
Claesson Koivisto Rune SE

Laurent Fetis FR

Bjarke Ingels/BIG DK

Lars Holme Larsen/KILO DK

Jacob van Rijs/MVRDV NL

Simon de Pury/Phillips de Pury UK

Jens Martin Skibsted/Biomega DK

Burkhard Remmers/Wilkhahn DE

Gianluca Borgesi/Zanotta IT

Aernoud Bourdrez NL

Seyhan Ozdemir/Autoban TR

Tobias Kohlhaas/Weiss-Heiten DE

Werner Aisslinger DE

Andrew Stevens/
Graphic Thought Facility UK

Mario Nanni IT

Mirko van den Winkel/Stylepark DE

Galit Gaon/Design Museum Holon IL

Arhan Kayar/Istanbul Design Week TR

Dylan Griffith/MTV MILAN NL/IT

Lorenz Prommegger/x architekten AT

Danilo Mandelli/Viabizzuno IT

David Linderman/Hi-ReS! UK

Jaime Hayon UK/ES

Nika Zupanc SI

 
Martí Guixé ES

THE GREATEST
CREATIVE MINDS 
of the 21st Century

BDW

May 31st till 
June 5th 2010
CONFERENCE

June 3rd till 
June 5th 2010

10:00h

13:00h

16:00h

belgrade
design
nights

belgrade
design
conference

belgrade
design
premiers 

SVE LOKACIJE I PRIJAVE NA: 
WWW.BELGRADEDESIGNWEEK.COM

Naziv radionice “Smart Start – Pametan 
Početak” na jedinstven način generiše 
osnovnu ideju radionice – podsticanje 
mladih i njihovo informisanje o pravima, 
obavezama i mogućnostima pri samostalnom 
pokretanju sopstvenog biznisa. Učesnike će 
sa svim neophodnim informacijama upoznati 
predstavnici najrelevantnijih državnih 
institucija. Uz to, BDW će prezentovati studije 
slučaja dva biroa – jednog arhitektonskog i 
jednog dizajnerskog. Radionica se organizuje 
pod pokroviteljstvom Ministarstva ekonomije 
i regionalnog razvoja.  

U mnogim zemljama u svetu je održiva 
arhitektura kao način projektovanja i 
gradnje već postao trend, dok je u 
najnaprednijim društvima uveliko standard. 
Promovisanje načina, modela kao i svih 
benefita koji proističu iz ekološkog 
projektovanja i “seeding” ideje obnovljive i 
energetski efikasne gradnje jeste jedna od 
najvažnijih misija BDW-a, kao motora 
kreativne industrije u Srbiji i Ambasadora 
životne sredine, kao nosioca promena. 
Ova radionica je omogućena donacijom 
Holandske ambadase.

10:00h

13:00h

16:00h

LAB2 

LAB3 

LAB4 

LAB5 

LAB6 

LAB7 

Legendarni glamur BDW-a stvara i prateći program DESIGN PREMIERS 
svako veče od 20 - 23h, kao što su svečana otvaranja, vernisaži i izložbe, 
poput predstavljanja 50 najboljih radova konkursa ’’Oživi plastiku’’- Banca 
Intesa, filmske premijere, VIP večere, prijemi u ambasadama, galerijama i 
muzejima, te najvažniji događaj kojim se zatvara Beogradska nedelja dizajna: 
Beogradski Grand Prix Dizajna u novom hotelu Belgrade Art Hotel, koji se 
svečano otvara upravo za vreme BDW-a. Od ’’black tie’’ prijema, preko 
koktela i večera u opuštenoj atmosferi tokom koje su Peter Saville and Luigi 
Collani otkrili umetnost pripremanja mućkalice, do godišnje Pecha Kucha 
Noći i prikazivanja najboljeg filma sa Venecijanskoj Bijenala – BDW dizajn 
Premijere imaju sve, uključujući predstravljanje novih kolekcija u gradskim 
showroomovima kao što su Ormolu, Eglo, Bang & Olufsen, AquaBoutique, 
Lightology, Rubicer, Beofabrilor, Sisterlogic, Kare, Jasen... 

The participants list is impressive! 
Belgrade Design Week is the best 
professional event I ever participated in. 
But to me it also has emotional 
significance. I am in Belgrade again, 
twenty years later. I was not sure what 
to expect but  I encountered a fantastic 
atmosphere and amazing people. 
I have a feeling I have old friends here. 

Konstantin Gr�i�
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week 

conference - Modern2, May 2008) 

Belgrade truly touched and moved me.
It is difficult to describe feelings that 
overflow me. Your desire to bring people 
together, your dedication and commit-
ment to an idea, the need to look the 
people in the eye, the inner beauty I have 
encountered here, all is so sincere and 
real. There are not many such places on 
the planet. Please, invite me again!

Ross Lovegrove
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week

conference – April 2006)

Na ovoj revolucionarnoj radionici legendarne Jafe 
Gaon iz Izraela će biti prikazan doku- mentarni 
film "Think Munari - Think Design", praćen 
predavanjem i upoznavanjem učesnika sa 
konceptom rada i metodo-logije čuvenog 
italijanskog umetnika i krea- tivca - Bruna 
Munarija, a zatim će se održati dve radionice - 
jedna za od- rasle i jedna za decu, kako bi se na 
direktnom primeru pokazalo kako kreativnost 
nastaje kao spontani način dečjeg razmišljanja, i 
kako je najproduktivnije treba negovati i kod odraslih. 
Ovu radionicu je podržala Ambasada Izraela.

Dušan Paunović, naš istaknuti međunarodni 
dizajner koji radi u Italiji, čiji je brend 
zastupljen u luksuznim radnjama u 
Njujorku, Londonu i Tokiju, osim predavanja 
na konferenciji posebno će se predstaviti i 
dvadesetini naših modnih dizajnera na vrlo 
ekskluzivnoj master-radionici. Tema će biti 
modni dizajn i kreiranje sopstvenog 
uspešnog brenda na PAMETAN, svetski 
način. Čitav projekat omogućila je Nemačka 
organizacija za tehničku saradnju (GTZ). 

Radionica SMART LIGHT obradiće temu 
dizajna osvetljenja u tržnim centrima i 
namenjena je inženjerima, arhitektama, 
dizajnerima, enterijeristima, preduzimačima 
i investitorima. Dizajn tržnih centara izrastao 
je u jednu od najdinamičnijih sfera 
arhitekture, a kvalitetno osvetljenje u ovim 
projektima igra ključnu ulogu. 
Svetski superstar osvetljena iz Istanbula 
Zeki Kadirbeyoglu, upoznaće učesnike 
radionice sa novim trendovima u dizajnu 
osvetljenja enterijera i eksterijera modernih 
tržnih centara.

23:00h
04:00h

23:00h
04:00h

23:00h
04:00h

23:00h
04:00h

Ticket price 

100 eur

*students  75 eur

Tokom pet dana trajanja pete Beogradske 
nedelje dizajna, od 01. do 05. juna, u okviru 
legendarnih noći dizajna u saradnji sa MTV-em 
predstavljamo pravi mali festival klupske 
muzike i kreativnosti. Uspeh prošlogodišnjeg 
programa DizajNights garantuje fenomenal-
nan provod, sa najzanimljivijim događajima - 
nastupima domaće zvezde Sevdah Baby-ja i 
danskog dizajn trija KIBISI. Najveća zvezda 
programa DizajNights je svakako Simon de 
Pury, koji će izvesti ekskluzivni DJ set, dok će 
takođe iz Londona doći i GTF.  
Podršku pružaju resident DJevi Red Bull 
Music Academy Team-a.

Smart Eindhoven - Let's Go Dutch! 
Cees Donkers, predstavnik gradskog veća 
holandskog grada Ajndhovena, podeliće 
sa učesnicima ove radionice svoje 
iskustvo u uspešnoj saradnji državnog 
sektora i gradskih institucija sa privatnim 
inicijativama na polju kulture i kreativnih 
industrija. Cees je osnovao Dutch Design 
Week, a radionica je namenjena 
predstavnicima gradske uprave i 
kulturnih institucija, univerzitetskim 
profesorima, kao i Ministarsvtu kulture.

Tokom ovogodišnjeg 
BDW-a, u izlozima radnji od 
Kalemegdana do Slavije ćete 
gledati radove najboljih 
kreativaca Srbije. SRE/WED   02/06/2010 BDN1 ČET/THU   03/06/2010 PET/FRI   04/06/2010BDN2 BDN3 SUB/SAT   05/06/2010 BDN4

SUB/SAT   05/06/2010
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KIBISI, COPENHAGEN
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Supported by 
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SVE LOKACIJE I PRIJAVE NA: 
WWW.BELGRADEDESIGNWEEK.COM

Naziv radionice “Smart Start – Pametan 
Početak” na jedinstven način generiše 
osnovnu ideju radionice – podsticanje 
mladih i njihovo informisanje o pravima, 
obavezama i mogućnostima pri samostalnom 
pokretanju sopstvenog biznisa. Učesnike će 
sa svim neophodnim informacijama upoznati 
predstavnici najrelevantnijih državnih 
institucija. Uz to, BDW će prezentovati studije 
slučaja dva biroa – jednog arhitektonskog i 
jednog dizajnerskog. Radionica se organizuje 
pod pokroviteljstvom Ministarstva ekonomije 
i regionalnog razvoja.  

U mnogim zemljama u svetu je održiva 
arhitektura kao način projektovanja i 
gradnje već postao trend, dok je u 
najnaprednijim društvima uveliko standard. 
Promovisanje načina, modela kao i svih 
benefita koji proističu iz ekološkog 
projektovanja i “seeding” ideje obnovljive i 
energetski efikasne gradnje jeste jedna od 
najvažnijih misija BDW-a, kao motora 
kreativne industrije u Srbiji i Ambasadora 
životne sredine, kao nosioca promena. 
Ova radionica je omogućena donacijom 
Holandske ambadase.

10:00h

13:00h

16:00h

LAB2 

LAB3 

LAB4 

LAB5 

LAB6 

LAB7 

Legendarni glamur BDW-a stvara i prateći program DESIGN PREMIERS 
svako veče od 20 - 23h, kao što su svečana otvaranja, vernisaži i izložbe, 
poput predstavljanja 50 najboljih radova konkursa ’’Oživi plastiku’’- Banca 
Intesa, filmske premijere, VIP večere, prijemi u ambasadama, galerijama i 
muzejima, te najvažniji događaj kojim se zatvara Beogradska nedelja dizajna: 
Beogradski Grand Prix Dizajna u novom hotelu Belgrade Art Hotel, koji se 
svečano otvara upravo za vreme BDW-a. Od ’’black tie’’ prijema, preko 
koktela i večera u opuštenoj atmosferi tokom koje su Peter Saville and Luigi 
Collani otkrili umetnost pripremanja mućkalice, do godišnje Pecha Kucha 
Noći i prikazivanja najboljeg filma sa Venecijanskoj Bijenala – BDW dizajn 
Premijere imaju sve, uključujući predstravljanje novih kolekcija u gradskim 
showroomovima kao što su Ormolu, Eglo, Bang & Olufsen, AquaBoutique, 
Lightology, Rubicer, Beofabrilor, Sisterlogic, Kare, Jasen... 

The participants list is impressive! 
Belgrade Design Week is the best 
professional event I ever participated in. 
But to me it also has emotional 
significance. I am in Belgrade again, 
twenty years later. I was not sure what 
to expect but  I encountered a fantastic 
atmosphere and amazing people. 
I have a feeling I have old friends here. 

Konstantin Gr�i�
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week 

conference - Modern2, May 2008) 

Belgrade truly touched and moved me.
It is difficult to describe feelings that 
overflow me. Your desire to bring people 
together, your dedication and commit-
ment to an idea, the need to look the 
people in the eye, the inner beauty I have 
encountered here, all is so sincere and 
real. There are not many such places on 
the planet. Please, invite me again!

Ross Lovegrove
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week

conference – April 2006)

Na ovoj revolucionarnoj radionici legendarne Jafe 
Gaon iz Izraela će biti prikazan doku- mentarni 
film "Think Munari - Think Design", praćen 
predavanjem i upoznavanjem učesnika sa 
konceptom rada i metodo-logije čuvenog 
italijanskog umetnika i krea- tivca - Bruna 
Munarija, a zatim će se održati dve radionice - 
jedna za od- rasle i jedna za decu, kako bi se na 
direktnom primeru pokazalo kako kreativnost 
nastaje kao spontani način dečjeg razmišljanja, i 
kako je najproduktivnije treba negovati i kod odraslih. 
Ovu radionicu je podržala Ambasada Izraela.

Dušan Paunović, naš istaknuti međunarodni 
dizajner koji radi u Italiji, čiji je brend 
zastupljen u luksuznim radnjama u 
Njujorku, Londonu i Tokiju, osim predavanja 
na konferenciji posebno će se predstaviti i 
dvadesetini naših modnih dizajnera na vrlo 
ekskluzivnoj master-radionici. Tema će biti 
modni dizajn i kreiranje sopstvenog 
uspešnog brenda na PAMETAN, svetski 
način. Čitav projekat omogućila je Nemačka 
organizacija za tehničku saradnju (GTZ). 

Radionica SMART LIGHT obradiće temu 
dizajna osvetljenja u tržnim centrima i 
namenjena je inženjerima, arhitektama, 
dizajnerima, enterijeristima, preduzimačima 
i investitorima. Dizajn tržnih centara izrastao 
je u jednu od najdinamičnijih sfera 
arhitekture, a kvalitetno osvetljenje u ovim 
projektima igra ključnu ulogu. 
Svetski superstar osvetljena iz Istanbula 
Zeki Kadirbeyoglu, upoznaće učesnike 
radionice sa novim trendovima u dizajnu 
osvetljenja enterijera i eksterijera modernih 
tržnih centara.

23:00h
04:00h

23:00h
04:00h

23:00h
04:00h

23:00h
04:00h

Ticket price 

100 eur

*students  75 eur

Tokom pet dana trajanja pete Beogradske 
nedelje dizajna, od 01. do 05. juna, u okviru 
legendarnih noći dizajna u saradnji sa MTV-em 
predstavljamo pravi mali festival klupske 
muzike i kreativnosti. Uspeh prošlogodišnjeg 
programa DizajNights garantuje fenomenal-
nan provod, sa najzanimljivijim događajima - 
nastupima domaće zvezde Sevdah Baby-ja i 
danskog dizajn trija KIBISI. Najveća zvezda 
programa DizajNights je svakako Simon de 
Pury, koji će izvesti ekskluzivni DJ set, dok će 
takođe iz Londona doći i GTF.  
Podršku pružaju resident DJevi Red Bull 
Music Academy Team-a.

Smart Eindhoven - Let's Go Dutch! 
Cees Donkers, predstavnik gradskog veća 
holandskog grada Ajndhovena, podeliće 
sa učesnicima ove radionice svoje 
iskustvo u uspešnoj saradnji državnog 
sektora i gradskih institucija sa privatnim 
inicijativama na polju kulture i kreativnih 
industrija. Cees je osnovao Dutch Design 
Week, a radionica je namenjena 
predstavnicima gradske uprave i 
kulturnih institucija, univerzitetskim 
profesorima, kao i Ministarsvtu kulture.

Tokom ovogodišnjeg 
BDW-a, u izlozima radnji od 
Kalemegdana do Slavije ćete 
gledati radove najboljih 
kreativaca Srbije. SRE/WED   02/06/2010 BDN1 ČET/THU   03/06/2010 PET/FRI   04/06/2010BDN2 BDN3 SUB/SAT   05/06/2010 BDN4

SUB/SAT   05/06/2010
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" belgrade design week is a one-off: a unique set-up that is free from 
the corporate atmosphere that so often pervades other such events. 
The energy, optimism and warmth of Jovan and his team flows 
through every event – lectures, workshops, meals & drinks alike!
I’ve never been good at sitting in a dark lecture hall for more than 
an hour or so at a time, but found myself doing three lectures back to 
back at Belgrade – such was the quality of speakers. Timetabling was 
crazy at times, but at bdw everybody seems happy to ‘go with 
the flow’ – and has an even better time for doing so. 
The City of Belgrade should be very proud of this gem."
dylan griffith, mtv milan

A. Belgrade Design Week 2010 
Intro
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"BDW is undoubtedly the most rock and roll design
festival I have ever attended; I needed a week to recover.
Truly an intense creative experience - bring the pain!"
FrED DEAKIN - AIrSIDE/LEMON JELLY, BDW 2009

" belgrade design week is really good. We were extremely well looked after, and 
the conference was dynamic, interesting and different. The food and the parties 
were also very memorable! Thanks for inviting us, we had an excellent time."
NATALIE HuNTEr - AIrSIDE, BDW 2009

1. The Chemistry of Belgrade Design Week

Founded in 2005, as a true rarity in the world of 
festivals - as a non-profit ngo, belgrade design 
week is the first festival of creative industries and 
modern business in Serbia and the South East 
European region, covering an area home to more 
than 100 million people from Milan to Istanbul.

For six years now, belgrade design week has 
successfully forged intercultural and business 
connections between the global design scene, 
the regional creative industries and the city of 
Belgrade. bdw reinvents with its concept the 
tradition of grand international festivals of 
culture such as Bitef, Fest and Bemus in Belgrade, 
within a new contemporary context of design. 
Filling the gap of the missing presentation of the 
creative industries in South East Europe, bdw 
is adding for the first time ever Serbia onto the 
global design map, while demonstrating a clearly 
international and cosmopolitan philosophy.

We firmly believe that design today is much 
more than just a tool for the achievement 
of profits and economic success. We see it 
as a carefully crafted methodology for the 
introduction and realization of new ideas to our 
own society. 

It is in pursuit of this goal that belgrade design 
week, despite the situation in which in Serbia 
and the region there is practically no "design 
industry" that would justify organizing a serious 
fair, accomplishes its mission by gathering global 
leaders in the fields of architecture, design, 
branding, advertising, culture, publishing, media 
and communication once a year in Belgrade at 
its famous international conference, followed by 
satellite programs such as creative workshops, 
master-classes, exhibitions and promotions.

Apart from the massive pro-European audience 
of the highest quality, composed of opinion 
makers and creative leaders of the whole region, 
what makes belgrade design week and our 

creative conference so special and different is 
most of all the impressive participants list, which 
constantly grows and each year involves more 
and more global leaders of the creative industries. 
The list of esteemed participants of belgrade 
design week in the past five years, lecturers at 
our conference, includes more than 150 leading 
creatives, artists, architects, designers, branding 
and advertising experts, curators, publishers, 
entrepreneurs, critics, in one word - the greatest 
creative minds of the 21st century!

Some of the world's superstars who were 
speakers at belgrade design week are 
ross Lovegrove, Konstantin Grcic, Daniel 
Libeskind, Karim rashid, Peter Saville, Luigi 
collani, Patrizia urquiola, Droog Design, 
Askan Mergenthaler of Herzog&Meuron, 
Juergen H. Mayer, Tony chambers, Marcus 
Fairs, Konstantin Grcic, Patrizia Moroso, Shin 
Azumi, Paola Antonelli, Eugenio Perazza 
of Magis, Patrizia Moroso, Hella Jongerius, 
Gaetano Pesce, Ora Ito... 

To most of them the participation at belgrade 
design week was in the same time their very 
first visit to Belgrade, Serbia and the whole 
region, but also a unique chance for the local 
and regional creatives and professionals to get 
introduced to their work and ideas live from the 
first row.

During the fifth, jubilee belgrade design 
week, Belgrade once again became the global 
capital of creative ideas and host to the most 
impressive participants list ever, for a brief, but 
intensive week. 

Bjarke Ingels, Jaime Hayon, Mario Nanni, 
Marti Guixe, David Linderman of Hi-reS!, 
Nika Zupanc and Jacob van rijs of mvrdv were 
just seven of the twenty-seven brilliant new top 
speakers who shared their knowledge, experience 
and ideas with our passionate audience. >>> 
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"Dear design friends, Belgrade is engraved in my heart 
in many ways. First of all - the people. So open and 
interesting! Then, the wonderful, soft organisation of the 
event which was one of the very best I ever attended. 
The superbuilding. The joy to be with my dear friend Ross
Lovegrove on stage and to meet Karim Rashid! 
All this together was unforgettable and 
please invite me again!"
LuIGI cOLLANI, BDW 2006

And a word about bdw's delegates: just as those 
red Star football fans, known for ferociously 
firing up their club but in the same time 
gentlemanly applauding to guests' excellence, 
BDW delegates are famous by word of mouth in 
the world of design for being true connoisseurs 
and in the same time childishly emotional, 
sincere and supportive towards those whose work 
they appreciate.

The importance of belgrade design week is 
recognized by many world-leading opinion-
makers and media in the fields of design and 
creative industries, which results in the fact that 
belgrade design week each year generates 
international media value of more than 5 million 
eur, combining the word «belgrade» with 
keywords like «design, progress, innovation, 
knowledge, future, quality...» in global 
and local reviews. Belgrade is a city of great 
festival culture, but also of equally grand 
festival expectations, nurtured in the golden 
age of socialism. So we at bdw try to provide 
the framework only, the inspiration, and let 
everything flow from thereon as organic, as 
spontaneous as possible. Perhaps this really marks 
the key difference between us and other important 
global festivals. 

Namely, after leaving behind all logistical, 
technical, financial and similar aspects, the 
whole know-how revolves around the chemistry 
of the festival – taking care of the question «Is 
everyone getting the proverbial buzz from the 
excitement at bdw or not?»... 

Like with a good movie: expensive effects, 
animation or camera trickery stay in the shadow 
of that special feeling weather you follow a film 
breathless from beginning to end, swallowing 
scene after scene as soon as the lights go off. 
For this accomplishemnt, only one thing bares 
responsibility: the good old story and the 
mastercraft of the story's guide - the director.

That's more or less the situation with bdw: 
something inexplicable happens each year, 
and then the whole world talks again with 
excitement about Belgrade and the experiences 
of its Design Week.

 
Jovan Jelovac,  
Curator and Founder of  BDW, is branding 
expert and Creative Director of pan-European 
network trans:east*brand architects
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" belgrade design week was full of amazing energy, with thousands of
people coming from all the neighboring countries. We engaged in great
lectures, shows, parties, and intensive discourse about the renewal and new
design enlightenment of Belgrade. It was the catalyst for design, branding,
and change in Serbia. Design in Serbia took off and became a public subject."
KArIM rASHID, BDW 2006

Never before did Belgrade have so many events 
in the fields of architecture, design and creative 
industries! This new energy undoubtedly means 
one thing - the five year effort by belgrade 
design week to waken the feeling for the 
importance of creative industries in “modern 
knowledge societies” is finally yielding higher 
interest and demand for new knowledge.  
We call that - smart2!

SMART2 Platform
bdw serves as a smart platform for knowledge 
and exchange for global thinkers, creative talent, 
patrons, artists, entrepreneurs, investors, media, 
decision and opinion makers. It exists to connect 
the creative industries and the world of business 
without bias, and allow Belgrade to fulfill its 
regional creative potential. 

Very much like its famous 70's festivals, Belgrade 
today is appropriating a festival in the widest 
possible field of design, unique for gathering 
leading international creatives and giving them 
roles of educators, with a somewhat lesser, but 
still important emphasize on producers and 
manufacturers. A festival that at the same time 
aims to create a quality space for emergence of 
smart production in Serbia and South East 
Europe, worthy of its name. 

The exclusive message of belgrade design 
week to those who work in real businesses and 
with real responsibilities towards their societies, 
«to pause and reflect on their practice», 
renders this festival a smart and unique 
workshop of ideas, concepts, contemplations 
and inspirations. bdw is a unique opportunity 
in South East Europe to decisively influence 
the development of a whole new generation of 
experts in areas of creation, communication and 
business, inspiring them to new partnerships, 
investments and developments.

SMART2  ISSuES ADDRESSED:
Braindrain
bdw nurtures conditions for growth of smart 
jobs that require science and education, which 
is one of the priorities of the national strategy of 
the Serbian Government, as well as of all other 
smart countries effected by the crisis.

Impulse to Business
bdw is showcasing sectors of the creative 
industry which are crucial for developing of 
not trade only, but smart business start-ups, 
production and export as well, creating a wealth 
of new jobs.

Permanent Education
bdw is the only conference in the see region 
which teaches individuals, government and 
businesses how to adapt to fast changes in 
today’s global economy, through concrete smart 
examples showcased by world famous creatives, 
brands and companies.

European Values
The finest global cultural institutions and embassies 
in Serbia kindly support lectures by their countries’ 
leading representatives at bdw, fullfilling the 
smart mission of promoting European values for 
the benefit of Serba and the entire region.

bdw today is the only multidisciplinary 
educational festival of this magnitude in Serbia 
and the entire see region, amidst a plentitude of 
entertainment content, at which representatives 
of the creative industry who generate real 
changes in the global economy today, explain 
how a competitive, smart society is being 
developed. 

And not just any experts, mind you, but 
the greatest creative minds of the 21st 
century, who eagerly await that unique bdw 
audience feedback!

2. BDW 2010 - SMART2  



DesignLab - Workshops and Masterclasses
by leading global professionals
50-100 attendants per LAB, 
entry by portfolio and CV
Approx. 500-1000 ppl.

1. BDW Conference
2. DesignLabs
3. DesignPremieres
4. DesigNights
5. DesignPark*
*not produced in 2010

�e world famous 3-day conference, 
with 30 international star-speakers
300 - 500 delegates per lecture
Approx. 1000 ppl/day

DesignPremieres - the 7-days city-wide 
satellite program, with openings, movies, 
premieres, vernissages, cocktails
100-300 guests per reception
Approx. 3-4000 ppl.

DesigNights - each night another world class 
live-act performing "designed music", receptions
500 - 1000 guests per party
Approx. 3-4000 ppl.

DesignPark
BDW's own expo 
project, with 
international design 
pavilions and 
100% SERBIA, 
a BDW curated 
design show
Approx. 20 000 
visitors in 2009.

1

1

2

2

5

5
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3

44 belgrade
design
nights

belgrade
design
conference

belgrade
design
premieres 

belgrade
design
park

belgrade
design
lab

TUESDAY
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
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3. BDW Festival Segments
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BDW offers a great number of information, 
strategic insights and thoughts on key business 
decisions of a modern organization. Therefore, 
the festival is especially attended by:

* Professionals in creative industries

* Executives

* Presidents and owners of companies in all sizes

* Municipal and regional managers

* State administration

* Marketing experts

* Brand managers

* Pr and communications specialists

* Business consultants

* Advertising, branding and design agencies 
and professionals

* Independent design and marketing specialists

* Media and entertainment industry

* Managers in culture;

* Architects and urban planners;

* Students of architecture, business, economy,   
 design, branding, marketing, advertising, 
 media and communication, cultural and 
 arts management…

* ...as well as over 150 accredited journalists >>>

4. BDW Target Audience
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First, rEAcH – the precisely calculable range 
and placement of your message according to 
all standard exposition criteria of your brand – 
media, visitors, target audience, etc.

In 2009 BDW has achieved a record in media 
value, worth more than 6 million Eur.

BDW 2009 had nearly 30.000 visitors thanks 
to designpark, and routinely 10.000 visitors in 
2010 without the own exhibition space program, 
as well as several million consumers of printed, 
web and TV reportages, and advertisements in 
all sort of media.

All reports and interviews made during BDW 
are being published and shown through the 
whole year by Serbian and SEE regional media, 
while hundreds of thousands viewers watch the 
bdw tv chronicle each evening on national 
television.

Second, IMAGE – enormous regional 
and global prestige and reputation, by 
being connected to key words such as 
DESIGN, KNOWLEDGE, PrOGrESS, 
INNOVATION, FuTurE: BELGrADE 
DESIGN WEEK.

No other event in the whole region of nearly 
100 million people (ex Yugoslavia and all 
surrounding countries) is that much and strongly 
linked to the image of DESIGN.

In the entire region, only BDW has a 5 years 
long tradition and it has been chosen as one 
of the top 10 globally most important creative 
conferences by world leading authorities.

BDW established cooperation with almost all 
relevant world festivals, media and authors in 
the fields of architecture, design, advertising, 
media and publishing. The evident result of 
this cooperation is probably the world’s most 
exceptional line-up of speakers comparing to any 
other creative conference.

WHAT IS THE PARTNERS' MAIN BENEFIT FROM PARTNERSHIP 
WITH BDW?

Two diametrically opposite, and yet equally crucial artifacts for brand development, 
promotion and reputation of your esteemed company - REACH and IMAGE.

BDW is unique in providing you with both amazing REACH and aspirational
IMAGE at the same time – usually events are EITHER reputation- OR popularity-
driven – a successful combination is rare:

BDW Brand Strategy
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"...Jaime Hayon was judged the best performer among those who 
followed on the stage of the belgrade design week, during three 
intense, really amusing days of conferences. He was awarded the prize, 
a pair of shoes, among the shouts and the wild dancing of the Magazine 
club, in one of the nights when the designers festival moved, en masse, 
in the inflamed atmosphere of the Serbian capital...  A definitely peculiar 
kermesse, under the sign of informality and irony, a string of days 
devised for generating meetings between designers and those revolving 
round their world, who make it turn, who portray it. The event, started 
in 2005, and accomplished, this year too, with great energy (and with 
the help from many private companies) is congenial to many stars of the 
moment, from Ross Lovegrove to Konstatin Grcic and deserves being 
attended and supported..."
Valentina Ciuffi, ABITARE, IT
"...Belgrade is growing, invigorating, and beautiful. A city with creative 
and enthusiastic people. In early June architecture and design enthusiasts 
got together for belgrade design week. During an intensive three days, 
creative minds from different industries showcased their work, gave talks 
and presentations, sparked dialogue and debates..."
Nancy Jehmlich, STYLEPARK, DE

"...The Serbian capital Belgrade was briefly the centre of the European 
design scene last week as it hosted the fifth annual belgrade design 
week (BDW). Three days of talks and presentations from leading 
architects and designers drew an enthusiastic crowd of locals and 
international observers, including icon magazine... But often the best 
part of this kind of conference is the treats that come as a surprise. Dutch 
intellectual property lawyer Aernoud Bourdrez, for instance, proved 
electric on the subject of conflict resolution in the creative industries. 
Simon de Pury of auction house Phillips de Pury gave an interesting 
overview of the market for limited-edition design on Thursday and 
then astonished nearly everyone by DJing in the Magacin nightclub the 
following night..." "... The real selling point of Belgrade's design week is 
its amazing spirit..."
William Wiles, ICON Magazine, UK
"...Today is the final day of belgrade design week and the fact that I 
haven't blogged about it yet (I've been here since Wednesday) is a credit 
both to the busy schedule of the seminars and after hours, exhibitions 
and events and also to the warm hospitality of the festival's host Jovan 
Jelovac and his team..."  
Gavin Lucas, CREATIVE REVIEW, UK

5. BDW 2010 Media Impressions
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BDW partners with six basic support categories: 
1. Media 
2. Logistical Partners      
3. Exposure Partners - Business and Institutions
4. Business Grants Partners
5. Foreign and Domestic Cultural and Government 
Institutions 
6. Institutional Grants Partners

"Imagination and creativity are some of the fundamental values of Banca Intesa, but also
of any other business entity which thinks ahead. We support belgrade design week as it
generates a uniquely creative energy, motivates us and provokes us to continually question
and push the borders, year after year. Thank you for this abundance of inspiration!"
MAJA KOLAr, MArKETING AND cOMMuNIcATION DIrEcTOr, 

BANcA INTESA, SErBIA

belgrade design week 2010 has went beyond 
the usual sponsorship packages (silver, platinum 
statuses and other distant relationships) and 
created genuine partnership relations, as analyzed 
in this report. Our "Post report - Partners 
Exposure", offers a detailed overview of the 
festival program precisely related to the exposure 
of this years' partners.

This serves two purposes: Primarily to laser sharp 
showcase our partners' exposure at BDW 2010, 
and secondly to show our partners an overview 
of all benefits and privileges that result from a 
partnership with BDW.

We list here the basic partnership models 
realized during BDW 2010. Each of our offers 
contains a common red thread: A unique and true 
partnership relationship, with a lot of involvement 
in the festival program, that can not be easily 
copied by any next sponsor or event in town... 

This unique approach also ensures that our 
partner's affiliation with BDW values is, beyond 
the logo, intensively linked to impressions like 
design, progress, innovation, Belgrade, world-
class, superstars, future, culture, experience, 
education, creativity, networking, professionalism, 
passion, energy, modern, change, speed, 
collaboration, European, information, socialy-
responsible, legacy, popular, Serbia, South 
East Europe, gripping, exiting, international, 
sustainable, ecological, SMArT...

In fact, smart squared!

Having said that, we are aware that we can be 
better and that we shall try even harder to improve 
the partner's exposure at BDW in every single 
aspect. We sincerely hope that we will have the 
opportunity to prove that.

Best regards, 
Filip Marić, BDW Marketing

BDW Partnership models:

1. General partners
- Principal Partner
- Institutional Patronages

2. Program Partners
- Idea Partners
- Partner of 100% Serbia
- Partner of a conference day
- Partner of a Smart Lab project
- Partner of DesignPremieres
- Partner of DesigNights
- Design Grand Prix Award
- Special event Partner
- BDW TV Chronicles Partner
- BDW Livingroom Partner
- Lecturers’ Patronage
- Exhibitions Patronage
- Interview Chair Partner
- BDW Publishing Partners (Web,   
 Book, Film, Report)
- Creative Thursdays Partner

3. Logistical Partners
- Carrier Partner
- City Break Partner
- City Guide Partner
- Video Partner
- Web Partner
- Printing Partners
- Transportation Partner
- Accommodation Partner
- VIP dinner Partner
- Location Partner
- Catering Partner
- Design Lounge Partner
- Technical equipment Partner
- Opening Ceremony Partner

4. CSR Partners
- Smart Students Partner

5. Media Partners
- Key Media Partners
- International and Local Media Partners
 >>>

6. Partnership Models 



. Mentioning of the project and its partners in various  
 articles about BDW magazines and newspapers
. Article about the project in BDW 2010 brochure
. Article about the project at BDW 2010 web portal

. Mentioning of the project and its partner in various   
 articles about BDW magazines and newspapers
. Article about the project at BDW 2010 web portal

. Broadcast of special video in the pauses between    
 speakers during the conference
. Broadcast of special video during the presentation of   
 patronized lecturers
. Special video announcing interview with patronized lecturers 
 and logo broadcasting during the interview
. Placement of the logotype on the oscar wall
. Placement of the logotype in the article about patronized lecturers
. Samples placement in the BDW 2010 conference location
. VIP dinner invitations

Example Exposition
Participant of DesignPremiers

Partner of DizajNights

Partner of the Smart Students project

BDW city Break Partner

Lecturers' Patronage - Idea Partner

. 2-hour time slot in the DesignPremieres program

. Design and production of the universal invitation for
  DesignPremieres program
. Design and production of the special invitation for   
 Ormolu cocktail
. Special video articles about Ormolu cocktail party, and
 exclusive broadcast of the interview with representative  
 of rubelli (brand represented by Ormolu) in BDW 2010  
 TV chronicle
. Mentioning of the cocktail party in various articles about
 BDW in specialized magazines and newspapers
. Article about the partner in BDW 2010 brochure
. Article about the partner at BDW 2010 web portal
. VIP Dinner invitations

. Special party organized within BDW DizajNights program

. Exclusive DJ set and complete music program organized by 
 BDW 2010
. Design and production of the special invitation for IAA party
. Special video articles about IAA party in BDW 2010 TV chronicle
. Branding of the party location
. Mentioning of the party in various articles about BDW
 magazines and newspapers
. Article about the party in BDW 2010 brochure
. Article about the party at BDW 2010 web portal

.  Placement of the Banca Intesa exhibition inside of the
 BDW 2010 location
. complete organization of cocktail party inside of the  
 BDW 2010 location at the end of conference day
. complete organization of cocktail party inside of the
 BDW 2010 location at the end of the conference day
. Party in the location of the BDW 2010 DizajNights
. Special video articles about Banca Intesa cocktail
 party and exhibition, and exclusive broadcast of the
 interview with representative of Banca Intesa in   
 BDW 2010 TV chronicle
.  Broadcast of special video in the pauses between
 speakers during the conference
. Joint press conference announcing BDW 2010   
 partners
. 1/1 ad, article about the exhibition and article about
 the party in BDW 2010 brochure
. Placement of the logotype in the official program
 of BDW 2010 as the official bank and as
 partner of the day, in BDW 2010 brochure on the
 second conference day page and on the oscar wall
. Banca Intesa banner placed on home page of the
 BDW 2010 web portal
. Branding inside of BDW Opening location
. Branding inside of the BDW Smart Labs location
. VIP Dinner invitations

Partners of BDW 2010 were exposed in the main communication channels of BDW 2010:

BDW 2010 web portal, BDW 2010 conference brochure, BDW 2010 TV chronicle,

BDW 2010 movie, BDW 2010 book, BDW 2010 location branding

Example Exposition

Institutional Patronage

Partner of one Smart2 conference day

Partner of the Smart Lab project . Opening speech of representative of the partner at    
 the workshop
. complete organisation of cocktail party inside of the BDW 2010  
 Smart Lab location
. Placement of the logotype in special poster of the workshop 
 and on the oscar wall
. Mentioning in every article about workshop in BDW
 TV chronicle, BDW 2010 brochure, BDW 2010 web portal,   
 BDW 2010 book, BDW 2010 movie
. Banner placed on Smart Lab page on the BDW 2010 web portal
. Branding inside of the BDW Smart Labs location
. VIP Dinner invitations

.  Special status of the patron of BDW 2010.

. Placement of the logotype in the official program of
 BDW 2010 with patron status, in BDW 2010
 brochure, in the BDW 2010 ad and on the oscar wall.
. VIP Dinner invitations
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BDW HOSPITALITY

INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PARTNERS / INTERNACIONALNI MEDIJSKI PARTNERI

LOCAL MEDIA PARTNERS / DOMAĆI MEDIJSKI PARTNERI

SMART STUDENTS PARTNERS

BDW PARTNERI PREMIJERE / BDW VERNISAGES PARTNERS 

City Center

 

BDW NIGHTS 

Patronage

City of Belgrade

Patronage

Municipality of
Stari Grad

Patronage

Touristic 
Organization 
of Belgrade

BDW PARTNERI / BDW PARTNERS

BDW PODRŠKA / BDW SUPPORT

BDW POKROVITELJ / BDW PATRONAGE
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7. BDW 2010 Partners / Thanx2
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Location:
Atelje 212, Svetogorska 21

The location chosen for the lectures of the greatest creative minds of the 21st century was Theatre 
Atelje 212, with a good reason - as the first avant-garde stage of Eastern Europe.

It came to life in the small hall of the old Borba in 1956, in front of 212 chairs, with the opening 
night of the play Faust staged by Mira Trailović. It was founded by a group of actors, producers, 
writers, and musicians, at a moment when there emerged a need for a theater that would play a new 
avant-garde drama of a great influence in Europe at that time. Atelje 212 was the first theater in 
Eastern Europe on whose stage the performance "Waiting for Godot" by Samuel Beckett was played. 
When he became manager of the Atelje, the famous director and architect Bojan Stupica designed 
and prepared plans for the construction of the new theatre building, at its current address. In 1964 
the new building was opened. The rotating stage mechanism was built afterwards, and the roof could 
be removed in the summer.

The present appearance of the building results from the renovation started in 1988 and it represents 
the joint work of ranko radović and radivoje Dinulović. The renovated theatre was reopened on 
August 1st 1992.

8. BDW 2010 Location - Atelje 212
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Inspired by modern Italian design, hotel BAH represents a real fashion oasis located in the most 
exclusive and vibrant district of Belgrade, on Knez Mihajlova street. With 55 uniquely designed 
rooms and suites, a bar, restaurant, 2 board rooms and a sauna, Beograd Art Hotel meets all the 
specific needs of modern urban life and business people.

The hotel provides its guests a chance to enjoy the soul and the spirit of Serbia's capital.

The proximity of Kalemegdan fortress and other historical heritage locations, restaurants, cafes 
and night clubs is offering BAH's guests many options to render their stay unforgettable. The hotel 
location is a perfect choice, no matter what your cause of visiting Belgrade is.

In it's opening days the hotel was honoured to accommodate the eminent superstars of global design 
- the lecturers, media and guests of belgrade design week 2010. Now we would like to invite all of 
you reading this to visit this new and unique spot in Belgrade!

9. BDW 2010 Hotel - Beograd Art Hotel
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Zaplet represents a unique combination of what Serbia never had before: tasty and carefully prepared 
national specialities, an eclectic wine card, modern interiors, and a selected music playlist as an 
important experience segment.

The permanent flirt with Belgrade's art scene always brings freshness in the visual identity of the 
restaurant , in form of a massive billboard showing works of numerous young Serbian artists, design 
menus etc...

10. BDW 2010 dizajnLounge by Zaplet



WWW.BELGRADEDESIGNWEEK.COM

Belgrade Design Week is fantastic! It is a conference 
with a great international reputation. I have heard 
so many friends, professionals and peers who said 
it was one of the best conferences in the world, 
and something you must do! So, I had no doubts in 
saying yes when Jovan asked me to do it 6 months 
ago. Belgrade Design Week is different, it’s a bit crazy, 
and the special passion and the energy is what makes 
it really good!

Tony Chambers/Wallpaper
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week conference – 

Speed2, May 2009)

Belgrade truly touched and moved me. It is difficult to 
describe feelings that overflow me. Your desire to bring 
people together, your dedication and commitment to an 
idea, the need to look the people in the eye, the inner 
beauty I have encountered here, all is so sincere and real. 
There are not many such places on the planet.
Please, invite me again!

Ross Lovegrove
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week

conference – April 2006)

"Belgrade is a city of great festival culture, but also of equally grand festival expectations, nurtured 
in the golden age of socialism. Belgrade Design Week is trying to provide the framework, the inspiration 
only, and let everything flow from thereon as organic, as spontaneous as possible. Namely, after 
leaving behind all logistical, technical, financial and similar aspects, the whole know-how revolves 
around the CHEMISTRY of the festival - is everyone getting the proverbial buzz from the excitement 
at BDW or not... Like with a good movie: expensive effects, animation or camera stay in the shadow 
of the that special feeling weather you follow a film BREATHLESS from beginning to end, swallowing 
scene after scene as soon as the lights go off. For this feat only the STORY bares responsibility; the good 
old story and the mastercraft of the story's guide - the director. That's more or less the situation with 
BDW: something inexplicable happens each year, and then the whole world talks again with excitement 
about Belgrade and the festivities of Belgrade Design Week." 

Jovan Jelovac,
founder and creative director of Belgrade Design Week

The participants list is impressive! 
Belgrade Design Week is the best professional 
event I ever participated in. But to me it also has 
emotional significance. I am in Belgrade again, 
twenty years later. I was not sure what to 
expect but  I encountered a fantastic atmosphere 
and amazing people. I have a feeling I have old 
friends here. 

Konstantin Grčić
(guest and lecturer at Belgrade Design Week 

conference - Modern2, May 2008) 

BELGRADE CITY BREAK
COME TO BELGRADE DESIGN WEEK
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Thursday
Arrival to Belgrade. Assistance at the airport. 
Transfer to the hotel. Accommodation.

Friday
After breakfast in the hotel, the regular 
panoramic sightseeing tour of Belgrade with 
photo stop. Duration of 3 hours. Pick up in 
front of the hotel. There is also the possibility 
of optional tours in Belgrade or free time for 
shopping, visiting museums, galleries etc.

Saturday
Breakfast in the hotel. Free day for exploring the 
city or excursions.
Optional excursions, attached.
Free time in the afternoon.

Sunday
Transfer to the airport. 
 

rates in Eur per person  
(minimum 2 person)
Taxes are included in the price.

The price includes: 
Transfers from/ to the hotel; 
3 nights BB in double room; 
regular panoramic sightseeing tour with an 
English speaking guide; 
Entry to the „belgrade design week“
rakia Bar Tour – history and story of making 
the traditional drink rakija with tasting of 
different sorts of rakija; 
Dinner in Skadarlija; 
Glob Metropoliten  Tours  welcome gift, a map 
of Belgrade included; 

Not included:
Air ticket / Personal expanses / Additional night 
supplement in double room:

Note:  
The possibility of air ticket purchase in Glob 
Metropoliten Tours:

Accommodation Double 
room

Single room 
Sppl.

Hostel 240 66

3* Hotel 295 120

4* Hotel 320 150

4* Hotel Prestige 310 145

11. BDW 2010 Travel & Accommodation 
 Belgrade City Break
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BDW TV Chronicle Partner

BDW Key Daily Newspaper Partner

BDW Key Web Partner

BDW Key Magazine Partner 

BDW Key Blog Partner

BDW Nights Partner

12. 2010 Key Local Media Partners
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" bdw is a very special and very important event for Belgrade, a true celebration for designers!
This year, Atelje 212 was the place where world design, architecture and marketing masters
gathered to present their work, talk about their inspiration and the process of creation and
realization. The audience was especially impressed with Bjarke, Marti Guixe and Nika Zupanc,
the charming guest from Slovenia. This was really the unique opportunity that all these talented
people gather in one place and to transfer onto the Belgrade audience their experience, ideas and
knowledge. We are very grateful to organizers for this spectacular design show and we wish them to
organize an even better bdw next year."
NIKOLA DrAGAŠ, POŠTA SrBIJE

13. Smart Students Partners

It is very important to emphasize that, thanks to the generosity of 6 Serbian companies, 60 of the best 
students from various Serbian universities received the donation to attend the entire conference. They 
were chosen with help of a special BDW support project by the major students' information portal in 
Serbia - Infostud. Those companies have shown great corporate and social responsibility towards our 
society and those who will inherit this world.

In the name of the BDW team, THANK YOu!

 
  
  "Mislim da su predavači pre svega ispunili moja očekivanja kada su u pitanju inspiracija i   
  kreativnost i profesionalnost u svojoj oblasti. 
  Pošto moja interesovanja više okupiraju grafički, ilustracija i web dizajn mislim da bi se program  
  mogao proširiti malo više kada su u pitanju te oblasti, kao i oblast animacije, koja je takođe sama  
  po sebi kreativna."

Tamara Lukić, student Fakulteta tehničkih nauka u Novom Sadu

  "Ono što sam videla na BDW-u uspelo je i da me zainteresuje, nasmeje, edukuje i pre svega,   
  inspiriše. Uživanje je prisustvovati govorima koje drže ljudi sa svetske dizajn scene, a to što su sa  
  nama podelili svoje kreativne ideje i želje za promenom bila je čast.  
  Želela bih da se zahvalim organizaciji BDW-a i Infostud-u na ovoj fenomenalnoj prilici. Nadam  
  se da ćemo se sresti još koji put."

 
Anja Petrović, student Šumarskog fakulteta u Beogradu
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So the setting this year was somewhat subdued and calm - not least because of 
torrential rainshowers, unprecedented for June in Belgrade, brought to us probably by the 
10-ish strong uk media gang - but this particuar theater was not chosen accidentally! 
It was in fact a perfectly planned coup to produce the jubilee 
5th bdw on an equaly legendary parquett. 

Atelje 212 was namely the first ever theater stage in Eastern Europe to play western
avantgarde after wwii - from Ionescu, Sartre to the famous Beckett's "Waiting for Godot"
production. It was also the place where the first world class festival in ex-Yugoslavia was
staged, the legendary global theater festival bitef, and we thought it was only appropriate
for bdw to walk in those footsteps!

B. Belgrade Design Week 
Program

Thursday, June 3.
The first day of the festival’s epicenter – the famous international creative conference, this year
themed smart2! And to put it short - as our dear friends from the designed.rs blog said: 
"It was spectacular!" We succeed in what no one believed could had been done! In a year of
brutal economic crisis with almost no institutional support, we gathered the world’s greatest
creative minds of the 21st century in the small but historical building of the Atelje 212 theatre! 

unlike our gigantic enterprises of last years, when we converted iconic architectural landmarks
of the city of Belgrade to uniquely designed bdw stages - as such very often empty or
functionally disused spaces of great historical value that needed endless amounts of time,
energy and funding, but often lacking basic electricity or running water, not even speaking of
stage equipment - we settled for the rational choice. A theater with all the comforts (padded
seating for christ's sake :) for producing a world-class show!
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Bjarke Ingels

"We need to find sustainable solutions that
will improve the living conditions for
individuals and for the society as a whole
belgrade design week inspires to such a
development by inviting speakers who are
identifying the challenges in society and who
are also offering creative solutions.
It is therefore very important that we inform
about the successful initiatives that have been
carried out in the world, and bdw could be
a forum for that and a forum where design
and sustainable development could be discussed."
HELENE LArSSON, cuLTurE

cOuNSELLOr, EMBASSY OF

SWEDEN IN BELGrADE, SErBIA

1.1 Smart² Conference: 
 First Day, Thursday 03.06.2010

Speakers:

1. Dušan Paunović – Dušan / Italy 

2. Ola rune – claesson Koivisto    
 rune / Sweden, Supported by    
 Embassy of Sweden 

3. Laurent Fetis / France 

4. Bjarke Ingels – BIG / Denmark,    
 Supported by Danish Arts Agency 

5. Lars Holme Larsen – Kilo Design    
 / Denmark, Supported by Danish    
 Arts Agency

 
6. Jacob Van rijs – MVrDV /    
 Netherlands, Supported by The    
 Netherlands Embassy 

7. Simon de Pury – Philips de Pury    
 / uK 

8. Jens Martin Skibsted – Biomega /    
 Denmark, Supported by Danish    
 Arts Agency

Thursday, June 3.
On the day earlier, this morning and in two consecutive days over thirty (30!!!) leading
creative superstars from over 20 nations flew in from London, Paris, Milan, Bologna, New
York, Istanbul, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Ljubljana, Hannover, Vienna, Tel Aviv, Barcelona,
Madrid, Frankfurt, copenhagen, Eindhoven, Berlin and rotterdam. We all finished our
'wake-up' double espressos and the heavenly mousse au chocolate cups with a strawberry in the
amazing Zaplet design lounge, opened the curtains, and on this very rainy morning, the
international creative conference smart squared could start.

The conference was announced by the founder and curator of bdw, Jovan Jelovac,
followed by the official opening speech of the Head of the Municipality of Stari Grad, 
Ms. Mirjana Bozidarevic, who was the key partner helping bdw nestle in the Atelje 212
theater, the prime venue in her municipality. Thank you for this support, Mirjana!

And the marathon began!
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"Belgrade was an unexpected, inspiring and 
energizing experience. A very unorthodox &
charismatic host, harems of beautiful hostesses, 
less beautiful speakers with their advantages
too (mainly the speaking part) and finally 
some recognition of my talent as a DJ.  
Biomega & KiBiSi colonized Belgrade for 
a brief moment. Actually, for the first time my 
KiBiSi partners, Lars Larsen, Bjarke Ingels 
& I were speaking at the same event – a seal 
of grandeur I gather. Some day I want to be 
remembered as the Caliph of Belgrade - & the 
designer bicycle pioneer."
JENS MArTIN SKIBSTED 

BIOMEGA, DK

Marko Maršićević, Milena Dragićević - Šešić, Aleksandar PekovićJacob van de rijs Jens Martin Skibsted

Ola rune

"June 2nd 2010, I approach Belgrade from the sky, over green fields, rain clouds,
grey cityscape and cold air. My first impression is - ugh! I am greeted by my hosteses 
and the rest of the crew and, immediately, flowers start blooming in my mind.
Life is everywhere, and after a few days I leave with an energy boost and a great lift 
in spirits. I am sad to go but I am sure to return. Belgrade is alive!"
OLA ruNE, SE
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Dušan

"Mercedes-Benz Serbia and Montenegro with 
its youngest brand Smart was not accidently
the partner of this year’s BDW. The car that

is a class for itself, characterized as the car
that unites everything which is considered for
a good design – has its own character, stands
out of the mass and above all is unique – just

like BDW. Since the task of the designer is
to provide the right answer for problems in
visual communications of every kind or in

every segment of the society, I am convinced
that smart represents this idea in a concrete

form and therefore was the best representative
of auto industry in this year’s Belgrade Design

Week. Mercedes-Benz Serbia and Montenegro,
through the partnership with Belgrade Design

Week, tried to support the intention of the
organizers which is to enable young people in

Serbia to meet great world designers, learn
from the best, and to together with their idols
find the answers on all questions and to find

their own creative expression. We are glad that
we were given the chance to present to Belgrade
audience the creative expression of the designers

from the auto industry, which is best reflected
in smart."

MILOVAN DEVIĆ, 

DIrEcTOr MErcEDES  

BENZ cArS, SErBIA 

AND MONTENEGrO

Simon de Pury Lars Holme Larsen

Laurent Fetis

"A smart thing is belgrade design week, inviting great
speakers from the whole world and make them meet,
discuss, comment and expose their thought and quotes in a
very destressed manner in one of the most wonderful and
preserved town in Eastern Europe.
Thanks to bdw I met nice and passionate people
I love belgrade design week" 
LAurENT FETIS, Fr
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Did you manage to integrate this into your 
own work and the French scene in general by 
incorporating design and its commercial aspects?
The commercial aspect in a certain way is the 
initial deal. People come to you because they 
want to sell something to other people, it's pretty 
much for that. It's not for letting you having a 
vision. You could say you have a vision and such, 
but at the end, the final point is that everyone 
wants to sell something.

During this year's belgrade design week, there 
has been a lot of talk about the communication 
and relationship with clients. You mentioned 
you don't have much trouble with your clients, 
or is this just luck? Did you ever have to say no to 
a client? What's your approach?
concerning the clients, in fact the thing this 
is that when I first meet them and I get briefed 
about the project I see when something will not 
work. If they want me to do something that I'm 
unable to do, they should work with somebody 
else. For example, sometimes people come to me 
wanting me to do exactly the same thing that 
I've done for someone else, so I kindly explain 
that it's impossible. I also know that if I do that 
there is a possibility of them going to someone 
else and ask them to rip-off the stuff I've done 
because they absolutely need it and have no other 
idea for something else. Generally, I'm lucky 
because I explain to my clients what should be 
done, especially because I also choose what I 
want to work on. My job is also to drive the client 
and explain to them what is better for them. 
Sometimes when they ask me something that I 
don't agree with, I ask them why they want it, 
and then I have a better understanding of their 
needs. Sometimes I have a client who comes to me 
asking me to enlarge the text and then I ask them 
whether they really want it bigger or more legible. 
The same applies to color and equilibrium.

So generally you tend to find that golden 
middle with your clients?
I'm not completely into that either because I'm 
not trying to seduce the client or to make them 
become my friends. In fact, sometimes it would 
be better if I did that, but I'm really a bit tough 
when it comes to that.

You've also done a lot of multimedia work. 
Some of the stuff you do ranges from posters, 
album cover design, book design and strictly 
commercial work for clients such as Toyota. 
Do you see yourself going deeper into design or 
moving more towards art direction?
I love art direction more and more. The thing 
that is super is that you don't have to produce 
everything yourself. Art direction in a certain way 
is also a very strong creation. It's about choosing 
the right person to do the right thing. I'm lucky 
to do it more, but I think I'm not doing it enough. 
I would love to do it more and it could be better 
because I'm becoming lazier and lazier [laughter].

Does this mean that you're going to stop 
strictly designing?
No, I'm not going to stop. I can't stop working 
- I always have ideas and I always want to do 
something. Even discussions with friends turn 
into projects, hence I always have something "sur 
le feu" (on the back-burner) as we say in French... 
I have no special desire to change. I have been 
called to do film titles and I'm okay with doing 
that, as well as many other different projects. 
The only difficulty is to find the time to do them 
well. In this way art direction is good for that 
because you do a project and count on people 
to do different parts while contributing to the 
overall quality of the final product. I love this 
total control [laughter]. When you're involved 
in art direction, you don't have to deal with bad 
images. If you do a catalog, and there is a bad 
image of an installation done by an artist, you're 
free to change that by choosing the people best 
suited for the job - in this case, a photographer 
that can take the best possible photo. Art 
direction is really the top...

So you're really aiming towards achieving your 
ultimate goal with art direction?
I am doing this for the Paris Social club 
magazine and some other stuff. I have also 
started to work for a theater with a photographer 
named Nan Goldin, and the funny thing is that 
I'm supposed to be in charge of art direction. 
I have explained them though that she's Nan 
Goldin and that she does everything she wants. 
I also know that it's quite hard to work           >>> 

Interview with Laurent Fetis 
- Designed.rs Web Portal, Serbia
June 2010

You have started early on while you were still 
in school. One of your first commission works 
was a logo for the Parisian radio station Radio 
fg. At this time you have also decided to 
switch from architecture to design. Why and 
how did this happen?
While studying architecture I discovered quite 
quickly that I was not very good for that and I 
think I would have been a very bad architect if 
I continued to do this, so I decided to switch to 
something else. At the same time I was more 
interested in objects and details. I did a kind of 
competition to go to an arts and crafts school "Art 
Déco" in Paris and then I started... I was already 
doing stuff before I was doing architecture when I 
was younger. I was doing illustrations for concert 
posters by hand where I was living at the time. 
Later at Art Déco I have learned to improve in 
a more professional way and I did not lose my 
instinct from the early years but it did become 
more organized and professional.

So you felt more comfortable doing 
graphic design?
The thing is, I have always, despite this discipline 
seen this as something a bit less important for art. 
At a certain time while at Art Déco, I understood 
the potential and that if I was already doing this, 
it wasn't innocent. It was because this way of 
working was permitting me to different kinds 
of actors and different disciplines. If I was doing 
graphic design I could work with an architect 
and do stuff for him and in a certain way still be 
involved in architecture. I could also work with 
a product designer and change disciplines. I also 
have the chance to meet different kinds of people 
such as art dealers or ancient art collectors that I 
initially wouldn't have expected to meet. It's quite 
fun meeting these kinds of different people.

So how do you feel your work has changed over 
time, once you've chosen to put architecture 
behind and go into design?
I have never really done architecture, I was just 
studying it. It wasn't really a job - I've been 

far into the studies but I haven't really done 
anything connected to architecture.

What was the thing that really inspired you to 
go into design?
At one point I think I was influenced by 
English graphic design, and especially by the 
work of gtf (Graphic Thought Facility) and 
fuel. It was a really particular generation of 
English graphic designers that inspired me 
because they were doing something that was 
visually as strong as art. It was not just art put 
as an ornament, it was in itself a creation with 
an intelligent approach.

How was the French scene when you started out?
It is a little pretentious to say, but honestly from 
what I remember it was horrible [laughter].  
It was really, really horrible.

So was this a rebellious kind of thing where you 
wanted to take things in your own hands?
I was absolutely not paying attention to the 
French scene. I was more focused on what I 
was starting to discover - like the approach of 
American artists. We were working also with 
designers in the same area during this period, 
this was at the end of the 90-ies - there were 
artists like Paul Mccarthy, Mike Kelley in 
california.  
I was really touched by their art and they were 
also working with a super interesting designer 
like Jeffrey Kelly. All this new wave from 
california which is more connected to the 
cranbrook Academy. This influenced me a lot 
and also the work of Martin Kippenberger who 
also did books, as well as most of the English 
scene, but also people I've met in France like 
m/m. At this this point we were chatting a lot, 
and I did an internship at their atélier in Paris. 
It was quite cool to understand how to deal with 
personal creation and business as well, because 
if you want to continue you have to understand 
the market and it's exactly the same for artists. 
It took me some time to understand that 
everything is a bit like a business too, it's not so 
innocent like it seems on the outside. When you 
create something really special, your creation 
isn't like business, but your activity is a bit like it.
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I would tell myself that I have to work. This is 
perfect because I'm working and I can also see 
the lectures. What I've seen this morning was 
super interesting. For example, I've seen some 
of Ola's work only magazines and it's super 
to see the way he works. I was dying to see 
gtf's lecture but unfortunately I have to leave 
sooner than expected tomorrow. It's obvious 
that it's important to meet people that do the 
same things as yourself, and it's cool because it 
allows you to say "I should push for that... at the 
moment I'm far from that... I was loving that 
before... also this needs to be done."

So what are your plans for the future when you 
go back to Paris?
At the present time I'm working for an auction 
house and helping them to renew their image - 
their catalog, and their editorial stuff. Mostly the 
publications linked to selling objects. It's a long 

project that will probably take up most of June. 
After that I have a catalog about the gardens of 
Tivoli, the Italian 18th century gardens. I've been 
commissioned to the titles for a musical movie. 
After that I have that theater project that I 
mentioned with Nan Goldin. Albums - the new 
cover for Tahiti 80 and "The Best Of in Japan." 
I also have to do the signage for Jean-Michel 
Basquiat's exhibition. I have a bunch of stuff to 
do every day and at the present time there are 
only two of us at the office but I need another 
person to help us. I'm not sure what I want to 
do, but I do have a project in mind that I want to 
develop, however I need to find a business person 
to make it happen.

Any words of advice for your colleagues?
For the young colleagues I have an advice - stay 
faithful to that thing that makes you want to do 
this job. It's very serious... [laughter]                t

with her because she's a diva. If she doesn't want 
to go to a meeting, she won't come [laughter].

You've done some interesting projects and 
you're renowned for doing album covers and 
posters. How did you come up with doing 
Beck's poster for "Sea Change"?
He called me. In fact, initially he called me to do 
the album design. unfortunately it wasn't done 
on time and it didn't go through since they asked 
me to do it way too late. He did call me back to 
use the images for the poster and asked me to do 
some other stuff for him as well. He just called 
me one summer saying: "Hi, this is Beck, I love 
you work. I'd like you to do my album cover for 
me." and I was like "cool, no problem."

So going back to client relationship, was Beck 
easy to please and work with?
Oh yeah, it was super easy. I sent him everything 
and he was like - "super." Not to brag, but I 
think I'm very lucky. Sometimes I do happen to 
create stuff that is perfect. It's for this reason that 
I'm working at several things at the same time. 
Sometimes I spend a half a day on something 
and I'm like - "Ah, super!" I think the first ideas 
are the best ones. I always thought that. The 
quicker I do something, the better the project is, 
in fact. For example, I've done Beck in only one 
day. For the Social club I do the drawings at the 
last minute, just before they go to print.

There's Beck, there's the Social Club. There's 
the whole music scene. You've done stuff for 
Tahiti 80, Mellow, m83 and it seems like your 
work is very tied to the music scene. How does 
music inspire you as a designer?
I grew up with music. I was going to a lot of 
concerts when I was a teenager, and I was really 
influenced by the looks of the people that were 
attending the concerts - especially the attitude 
of the young people and the way they dressed. 
It created a kind of strong imagery and my 
teenage years influenced me a lot and my interest 
in music. I was also really curious to see how 
much pop and rock music could create such an 
influence on people, like the aesthetic, trying 
to look like their idols - it's something really 
fascinating. I think I also use this medium to 

create my vision of a band and create a kind of 
aesthetic that people who listen to this music 
and look at the cover will adopt. Essentially it 
becomes their aesthetic and no longer mine.

I loved it when for example when I saw that at 
the Social club people cut stuff and then put 
that in their rooms, just like teenage posters. I 
loved this idea, and that's why the magazine is 
constructed as a poster that people adopted as 
a really popular media. I love this idea of doing 
really popular stuff that people could appropriate 
easily - posters, free magazines... I don't like 
stuff done for a few privileged people. I know 
that it's necessary to have that and it's cool. 

I don't mind having some stuff like this, but the 
most important thing and the most influential 
is the image that people have in their mind. For 
example, everybody knows coca cola and then 
you have chanel who's bags are owned by a few 
even though it's an icon. You have designers like 
raymond Loewy who has done the design for 
coca cola, and it's pretty crazy when you can say 
that you've done something like that... it's super!

You've mentioned that the French design scene 
was pretty poor when you started out. How is the 
scene in terms of design back in France today?
It's better now. In fact, the thing is that people 
have the Internet and can see what's happening in 
other countries. I have met a lot of young designers 
who finished school... I think education in France 
is not so good because there are no big schools. 
You don't see schools like Lausanne or rietveld 
Academy. You don't see these types of schools in 
France. Art Déco used to be a good school but 
now I'm not sure if it's still at the top. All the big 
figures have gone, and there are only two or three 
good professors, but not as many as before. >>>

belgrade design week 2010. You're in 
Belgrade for the very first time. What was the 
reason that made you decide to come? 
I wanted to see some of the lectures. I've seen 
the work of the people presenting and I was like 
"Wow! This is super!" It's the kind of thing that I 
don't have the time to do. If I had the time to go 
just for my pleasure I probably wouldn't because 
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single demand - reasonable or otherwise - can 
be a way to drive architecture over the edge of 
the ordinary and into unseen and untested 
hybrids of forms and function." Yes Is More. 
clear? No? Never mind. Now you will see how 
Darwin and Nietzsche fit in this.

"At least I think Darwin is one of the people 
that best explained how we work. His famous 
evolutionary tree from "The Origin Of Species" 
could practically be a diagram of how we 
work. Life and architecture evolves through 
generations of design meetings in a process of 
excess and selection - way too many individuals 
- or ideas - are born, than can possibly survive. 
Only the ones that live long enough to mate, pass 
on their attributes to the next design meeting - 
and gradually a new idea evolves."

Bjarke’s first workplace was at rem Koolhaas’ 
studio oma. rem is more than a famous 
architect – he was a kind of mentor to Bjarke, 
maybe even an idol.

"At the time I arrived there, I was convinced 
that oma was like this cult where everyone had 
the same approach and was driven by the same 
ambition and understanding", Bjarke said for 
icon: "And that was so massively not the case… 
I sometimes thought I was the only one who had 
actually read any of the books, at least the words 
in them. Instead of the organized, clear and 
orderly process, it was anarchy. rem would never 
give you the scheme, he would just demand that 
you come up with something. And as a result, 
of course, I think there was an incredible waste 
of effort… so much wasted effort and ambition 
discarded almost without conversation."

However successful the collaboration was, 
regarding competitions and awards won, 
Bjarke thought that all this must be possible to 
achieve more efficiently and better and… less 
awkwardly. When years later, Koolhaas dropped 
by at the big studio during his travel through 
copenhagen, he was evidently disappointed with 
the joyful atmosphere in Bjarke’s studio. "When 
I was establishing big I believed that I can do 
this incredible interesting work and to have fun 

alongside, that everything doesn’t have to be 
so… rough."

That is why he had created the company which 
equally strictly selects ideas and solutions, 
but based on the mutual goals set, talks and 
discussions, and while during all other time 70 
people of different ages, nationalities and races 
have fun:

"I think the anatomy of a joke and a brilliant idea 
is often quite related. What makes you laugh 
is the fact that you hear an entire story, you are 
presented with the contaxt and all the facts. 
When the punchline drops you laugh because it 
totally surprises you, but at the same time makes 
perfect sense - just a completely upside-down 
unexpected sort of sense. It is the same with 
an innovative idea - it is perfectly logical and 
natural, yet completely unforeseen and fresh. So 
a relaxed and humorous workspace is not only 
more fun - it is also potentially more ingenious."

Not only potentially, it seems. When big 
competed for the construction of two buildings 
for an institution with the core business of 
finding solutions for life in accordance with the 
environment, the clients said to Bjarke and his 
architects: "We don’t want a monument, we 
want a live building". The main project dictated 
a pretty basic shape – two edifices, one 100 and 
the other 200 meters tall. Only the facade was 
left for interpretation. "Then we asked ourselves, 
why don’t we re-think about the facades and see 
if we can think out this new frame, maybe the 
buildings could evolve into something new", 
Bjarke said.

They won the competition with the facades, 
which from top to ground are covered with 
perforated aluminum plates, resembling a 
wrinkled, cut dress. The plates block the sunlight 
and are oriented towards soft light from the 
north. The closed part of the façade consists 
of details born in cooperation with a company 
working on usage of solar energy. Glass ducts 
collecting solar energy dry the air and reduce 
the energy usage for 70 percent, "through an 
ingenious way of thermal flow usage of          >>> 

Interview with Bjarke Ingels 
- Playboy Magazine, Serbia
May 2010

Bjarke Ingels, world superstar of contemporary 
architecture, is using the mixture of his 
creativity, optimism and disarming personality 
trying to change the surface of earth in 
accordance to how modern people would love to 
live. The results are spectacular. He will present 
them soon at belgrade design week.

On Zira island, mountains consist of buildings 
that will be built. Seven buildings shaped into 
seven legendary peaks of the mountain-state.

"Zira is an attempt to merge the notion of 
landscape and city by creating an artificial 
ecosystem where the entire island and its urban 
development not only resembles mountains - but 
also operates like mountains. Mountains are 
ecosystems. They create shelter from the wind, 
the accumulate heat from the sun and collect 
rainwater in streams and lakes. In the same way 
the inhabited mountains of Zira Island form 
manmade landscapes of terraces and roofgardens 
that take part in a manmade ecosystem of 
renewable resources, thermal flows, passive 
and active solar gains and water - and waste 
management", says Bjarke Ingels, the director 
and founder of big (Bjarke Ingels Group), an 
architecture studio from copenhagen, for the 
Serbian edition of Playboy.

It is outrageous how young Bjarke is. Not 
because he is wearing jeans, all-stars trainers 
and a print t-shirt, something that architects of 
his caliber simply don’t do. Not even because he 
is 36, as that isn’t the first youth either.

Since he graduated in 1998, he won more than 
thirty competitions for designs of incredible 
buildings or whole city-districts, alone or 
representing some of the teams. This year, big 
will represent Denmark with its pavilion at the 
expo in Shanghai. Bjarke is a visiting professor 
at columbia, Harvard and rice university.

He has won more than 20 awards for 

architecture, 15 of them are international. 
He designed the manifesto of his studio as a 
comic book. And on the top of that, his favorite 
philosopher is Nitzsche. How does 36 now 
sound to you? 

He actually wanted to draw comic books - 
graphic novels. Since there is no faculty where 
he could specialize this, he enrolled architecture 
to upgrade his drawing. Alongside, he is 
suddenly getting turned on architecture and 
starts to like the mix of the two art disciplines:

"I was working on a comic called archi-woman, 
about a superhero that would design buildings to 
battle his enemies - in addition she would always 
get dispensations for height limits and instant 
permits and super cheap construction costs - 
and of course  - always happy clients, neighbors 
and users. But of course- those were way too 
unrealistic superpowers - flying or shooting giant 
spider webs seems a lot more believable."

Somewhere between these problems and wishes 
lies the manifesto, which Bjarke designed in 
form of a comic book. He explained in icon 
magazine that since architects usually jump 
over the text and immediately focus on photos, 
the idea was to use comics to smuggle medicine 
into the pudding. The medicine is presented 
with a disarmingly optimistic but in the same 
time pragmatic vison of architecture, concised 
in a seemingly sily catchword yes is more, 
a paraphrase of less is more, the slogan of 
the minimalistic vison of the world, art and 
everything else. The optimism lies in the 
promotion of Bjarke’s fight with architectonic 
windmills – clients’ requests, legal, financial, 
technological and other restrictions, which in the 
end turn the project into a compromise between 
the initially created and the possible solution.

"I don't believe in compromise", says Bjarke. 
"compromise is what happens when all parties 
are equally unhappy. rather I believe in 
finding these impossible back bending designs 
that twist and turn to make everybody happy 
without stepping on anyone’s toes. In fact I 
believe that committing yourself to satisfy every 
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concepts and new ideas to fit a constantly 
evolving universe. His famous statement that 
the man is not a goal but a bridge - not a final 
result but part of an evolutionary process, 
works perfectly with our view on architecture. 
It isn't a static or final entity - but an ongoing 
exploration of how to make the world a better 
place. Architecture is a bridge to reach the 
goal of maximizing the potential, liberating an 
unrestricted unfolding of human life."

If he is capable to understand Nietzche with 
optimism, then it certainly must be that the 
world looks full of bright potential, from Bjarke 
Ingels’ viewpoint. However, even if we live in 
a world that differs a lot from his own, maybe 
one day we will get a chance to stand bellow the 
arch of the buildings which he creates with his 
colleagues in big, and at least for a moment feel 
their enthusiasm, faith in people, the own power 
and the right to change the planet. t

What is bdw for you, Nancy?
“What a great combination: a city which is really impressive and first 

of all very inspirational, with all the visible architectural contrasts 
and young movements + a group with a relative similar background get 

together in that city and discuss about their passion. Thank you very 
much for such great days.”

nancy jehmlich, stylepark

the air, salt and osmosis". The wrinkled dress 
moves and forms the main entrances, urban 
squares, panoramic meeting rooms… "The 
result is that a possibly classical architecture of 
this building has evolved into an economic and 
ecologically sustainable one", Bjarke explains.

He has already seen many of his projects realized 
and some of them are incorporated in the lives 
of many people. Does the way that his projects 
change people’s lives surprise him?

"No - on the contrary. I am very aware of the 
fact that architecture is the art and science 
of continually refurbishing the surface of our 
planet, so it actually fits better to the way we 
want to live. We architects have the power  - and 
the responsibility - to design the framework of 
our life, so it allows us - and even stimulates us 
- to do what we want, rather than forcing us into 
preconceived molds that restrict our freedom of 
expression and the unfolding of our lives."

But, how can he know exactly what I need?

"understanding precedes action - you cannot 
act on the world before you know how it works.  
To acquire the best possible understanding 
we combine all kinds of knowledge gathering: 
quantitative and qualitative data, personal 
experience and trial and error. Sometimes 
we simply combine different life forms that 
normally only exist separately - i.e. combining 
the suburban house with a garden with a 
penthouse apartment with spectacular views. 

Essentially that's how all of the incredible 
diversity of the biosphere evolved - by 
combining the attributes of two parents with 
often very different personalities and qualities - 
and over generations all the plants and animals 
of the planet evolved. We attempt to do the 
same - only much, much faster."

In Helsingore a nautical museum is being 
built, designed by big, but there also follows 
a lawsuit: The Danish Architect’s Society has 
sued the client because they allowed Bjarke and 
his friends to break one of the conditions set by 

the competition and by doing this they have put 
others in an uneven position. "Someone from 
the other studios called and asked if they can 
place some content outside the water fronts and 
they have been refused. We didn’t ask anything. 
Basically, we don’t ask because we can get no for 
an answer. We think that it is much better to 
present a smart project, than to think what we 
are going to do with it." 

This one and similar examples have caused 
that many people in contemporary architecture 
believe that a good part of Bjarke’s success lies 
in his disarming personality, in his capability 
to bring the client closely related to his project, 
not the other way around. Bjarke never said 
that this is not true, but he reminds us about 
the frustration with small budgets, restrictive 
construction rules, misunderstandings with 
neighbors of new buildings…

"If you are a sculptor - you can simply hammer 
on a block of marble until it looks like the 
woman you're trying to portray. All you need is 
your hammer and chisel and a big block of stone. 
If you are an architect you need to convince an 
army of decision makers that this is the right way 
to go - your colleagues, your consultants, the 
clients, the users, the neighbors, the contractors, 
the city officials etc.. So in a way - your ability to 
transmit your ideas to people around you, is your 
hammer and chisel. If you can’t get all the others 
to buy into the idea, it will simply never happen. 
So I can’t think of anything more important 
than spreading ideas - except I guess for actually 
coming up with big ideas in the first place".

This is exactly when the success contributes, 
contributes a lot. Bjarke is aware of this and 
that is what he told us. However, where is our 
infamous philosopher friend Nietzche here?

"Nietzsche's most radical idea was to liberate 
thinking from a moral and ideological straight 
jacket and rather considering the art and science 
of creating concepts. The artist-philosopher was 
not a guardian of the truth or what Nietzsche 
called "a monkey of his own ideals", but 
rather a free spirit capable of coining new 
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Speakers:

1. Gainluca Borgesi - Zanotta / Italy 

2. Seyhan Ozdemir - Autoban  
 / Turkey, Supported by TIKA 

3. Burkhard remmers - Wilkhahn  
 / Germany, Supported by GTZ 

4. Mirko van den Winkel - Stylepark    
 / Germany, Supported by GTZ 

5. Aernoud Bourdrez - use - IP    
 / Netherlands, Supported by The    
 Netherlands Embassy

 

6. Tobias Kohlhaas - Weiss-Heiten  
 / Germany, Supported by GTZ 

7. Werner Aisslinger / Germany,    
 Supported by GTZ 

8. Andy Stevens - Graphic Thought    
 Facility / uK, Supported by    
 British council 

9. Mario Nanni - Viabizzuno / Italy 

10. Galit Gaon - Design Museum    
 Holon / Israel, Supported by  
 The Embassy of Israel

"Been a few weeks after the end of belgrade design week, but in my mind it is still alive - all the 
energy collected in the three very intense days in Belgrade. I enthusiastically accepted the invitation 
to the bdw 2010 but, honestly, I did not expect to live a so unique experience: bdw Conference is 
an incredible concentration of creativity, freedom, passion and feeling that involves all participants.
Amazing - the people of the organization guided by the genius and crazyness of Jovan!"
GIANLucA BOrGESI 

ZANOTTA, IT

1.2 Smart² Conference:
 Second Day, Friday 04.06.2010

Friday, June 4.
10am (OK, maybe just a bit later than that :), the second day of belgrade design week’s
conference begins. Again we share with you the impression of our friends from designed.rs 
(spiced with our own comments quite a bit). As they saw it, if the first day was "spectacular", 
the second day was “full with joy!” So, here it is…

As we have famously overrun our schedule on Thursday, we had to ask a few kind speakers to
open today's session, instead of having the privillege to close last night's. We hereby wish to 
thank again the gentlemen Borgesi and remmers for being so flexible with BDW 2010.
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Galit Gaon

"It is exciting to discover that in one week so much mind-storming
could happen. bdw was for me a fascinating event, a place to

meet some of the most creative minds and take a new perspective
on the environment that surrounds us.

This is a kind of event that can make a difference."
Mr. YAIr FrOMMEr

DEPuTY AMBASSADOr OF ISrAEL IN SErBIA 

Burkhard remmers

Gianluca Borgesi, Burkhard remmers, Mirko Van Den Winkel, Jovan Jelovac 

"Beograd is a regional centre and bdw is really professional and sympathy
all over to me. Major compliments to all, you're doing a great pioneering job.
Such a pity that local business and government still don't grasp the real
importance and potential of it. If countries like uk, dk, nl support it, 
this is because it is quality; Serbia should support it because it is important 
and (more) Serbian companies should participate to reap the benefits in
cooperation with serbian designers."
MIrKO VAN DEN WINKEL 

STYLEPArK, DE



Yaffa Gaon, Birgit Hoelzer

“It's completely privately run, and it's completely one-to-one in
its relationships – it's kind of like a family affair, where
everybody is instantly local upon arrival, rather than a
business affair like Milan or the London Design Festival” 
WILL WILES, IcON MAGAZINE, uK 

Aernoud Bourdrez

Mirko Van Den Winkel Werner Aisslinger

Mario Nanni



Seyhan OzdemirAndy Stevens
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Andy Stevens

“It was great that the speakers and the attendees were 
actually to share ideas and express their views as opposed 
to solely exhibition purposed fairs. It was very impressive,
how successful and innovative individuals from various 
disciplines spoke about their worlds and how the audience 
interactively took part. To have attended and to have 
experienced this interaction at belgrade design week 
made me very pleased. I would like to extend my 
congratulations to the bdw organizers due to this 
successful event.”
SEYHAN OZDEMIr, AuTOBAN, Tr

Tobias Kohlhaas
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How do you see the future?
I am optimistic and always look so positively 
to the future. The future is an opportunity to 
improve themselves trying to make things better 
everyday. It is quite clear to everybody, especially 
in the more developed countries, that the next 
few years will be very important, with important 
decisions to take avoiding mistakes in order to 
pursue sustainable development. We absolutely 
must not delay on social and environmental 
issues because the quality of life for future 
generations is at a stake.

Do you read design magazines? 

In the office I receive and read plenty of 
magazines coming from all over the world, above 
all about design but not only. 

Where do you get news from?
Mainly from the Web. It is absolutely the best 
instrument for information and communication.

What do you think of the mini STUDIO 
magazine?
Mini Studio Magazine is a “fresh” magazine, 
graphically edited and with nice images. 
regretfully I cannot read the content because I 
do not know the Serbian language.                  t

Interview with Seyhan ozdemir
- Casaviva Magazine, Serbia
May 2010

When and how did you choose your profession?
I wanted to be an architect ever since elementary 
school. The need to create is something which 
people feel in different ways, I wanted to show it 
through architecture and design.

What' s your definition of design? What's 
your credo?
We tend to carry a narrative style, and develop 
each project as if it was a story, with a story-
line of its own. We enjoy starting with a good 
architectural space and preferably one which has 
a past. By developing the space, continuing exist-
ing stories and making the composition within 
it work well together, we also tend to show 
relevance to modern life in our work.

Do you believe that experience of consumer 
is the most important thing? And what 
about emotions?
We are known for designing pieces which have 
an emotional touch, and we believe in taking 
inspiration from our memories, experiences and 

surroundings when designing products. We use 
high quality materials which adds value to our 
products, and the hand-crafted aspect makes 
it all the more unique for the experience of the 
consumer. Some of our products remind us of 
childhood memories, Sledge is a good example 
of this. A newer design, Nest, has a protective 
shell, again playing with emotions. 

Why did you named your studio Autoban?
When we decided to found our own company we 
decided that we didn’t want its name to be obvi-
ously connected to design, or a particular sector 
of design. We wanted it to be connected subtly to 
a way of life which reflected what we do. We re-
alised that when one drives on the highway, the 
road leads straight ahead, and occasionally there 
are junctions where you must make a choice 
whether to turn off or to keep going straight 
ahead. These choices are like the decisions we 
make in life, the fast pace of the highway is like 
the busy lives we lead, with the quick decisions 
which ultimately make us who we are. The way 
the word “Otoban” in Turkish comes from the 
German word “Autobahn” was also perfect for us 
as we wanted to run an international company, 
with a suitably international name.                 >>> 

Interview with Gianluca Borgesi 
- www.ministudiomagazin.com, Serbia
Summer/Fall 2010

Have you always wanted to work 
in design industry?
When I started the faculty of Architecture 
at Milan’s Polytechnic I thought I would 
become an architect. Later during the course 
of my studies I had the chance to do a stage at 
Zanotta, one of the most important companies 
in the field of design furniture. There I 
discovered the design at its most and my passion 
for the industrial product grew, since from the 
esthetic point of view it has many analogies 
with an architectural work.

What’s the key of Zanotta's successful design?
The key of Zanotta’s success lies in the company’s 
mission itself, that was defined by its founder 
Aurelio Zanotta in the Fifties, that is to say that a 
company may make profit and culture at the same 
time. To achieve this Zanotta has always focused 
and invested on research and experimentation, 
activities necessary for making innovation.

Your favorite project of Zanotta?
It is quite difficult choosing just one product, but 
if I have to I choose the Sacco armchair because 
it is an object I would never give up in my home.

Who are the people who buy Zanotta's 
furniture?
The people buying Zanotta products are people 
who try to get the top quality as well as to 
furnish their homes with strong personality 
objects, object that in terms of expressive 
viewpoint create “difference” and “uniqueness”. 
The people buying Zanotta products do not like 
conformism and approval.

Have any famous people boughtZanotta's 
furniture?
Famous people surely purchase our products but 
we do not like chasing this information in our 
communication and relying on “celebrities”. On 
the other hand we are very honored to learn and 
communicate when art or design museums from 
all over the world purchase Zanotta products for 

their permanent collections.

You are on the move all the time; your favorite 
destination is...?
Going to the mountains on the Swiss Alps.

How do you feel as a guest in Serbia and what is 
your opinion about our country?
I don’t know Serbia that much to judge it 
thoroughly. I stayed in Belgrade just a few 
days where I felt so much positive energy and I 
appreciated the friendliness and hospitality of  
the people.

What do you think about Serbian design, 
would you single out  something that you 
particularly like?
I believe that Serbian design has huge margins 
in the near future for growing and developing. 
In my job I take care of visual communication 
and from this viewpoint it looks like Serbia 
is ahead and in its best examples there is no 
much difference with the creativity in the West 
European countries.

Where do you find inspiration for work, where 
do you fuel yourself  with energy?
The inspirations should be taken everywhere: in 
any place  and moment of your own life. I think 
that both in life and at work, there is always 
something to learn from any other person.

Your special corner in your home?
The bedside table. There I can leave things so 
disorderly and messy.

Favorite furniture?
As to the type, it is the sofa. It is more and more 
a multitasking product on which we spend much 
of our time at home.

What is your favorite wine?
I am very fond of wine and I like changing and 
drinking different wines coming from various 
regions, even not Italian. Among the white 
wines I appreciate a lot the Sauvignon del collio 
or the sparkling wines from Franciacorta; among 
my favorite red wines there is Nero d’Avola in 
this moment, that is produced in Sicily.
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examples include the standing aid Stitz (1992), 
or the confair folding table (1994). All these 
products are still in the range and very popular. 
currently, we are setting the next benchmark 
with the three-dimensional, flexible ON. It has 
just become the first German product ever to be 
voted "Best of competition” at the American 
trade show Neocon.

You are on the move all the time; your favourite 
destination is...?
I love London, Paris, Tokyo and chicago. But 
Belgrade fascinated me too. It could be a case 
of love at second or third sight. After all the trav-
elling I do, my absolutely favourite destination 
however is home. I live in Hanover, in Europe’s 
probably most underestimated city.

How do you feel when you are guest in Serbia 
and what is your opinion about our country?
I only got to see Belgrade. The rugged charm of 
the city and the contrast between present and 
past is fascinating. You feel the city is open to 
go any way and nothing has been totally decided 
yet. This is what lent the belgrade design week 
its charm. It was a hive of activity and everyone I 
have come across to date, does what they do with 
extreme dedication. At the same time they are 
warm and hospitable.

What do you think about Serbian design, 
would you single out something that you 
particularly like?
I have to admit that I really don’t know. Kon-
stantin Grčić is probably not viewed a protago-
nist – or is he? But is there even such a thing as 
typical Serbian design? I no longer believe in na-
tional trends. In a globalised world, overflowing 
with media, there are so many different concepts 
of design which are nowadays at home in virtu-
ally all countries. Perhaps the country of origin 
is sometimes obvious – Italian, Scandinavian, 
French or even typical German design. Does 
typical Serbian design exist, above and beyond 
the more traditional, folkloristic style?

Where do you find inspiration, where do you 
fuel yourself with energy?
I fly to Africa at least once a year. And I don't 

stay in luxury hotels, but in basic accommoda-
tion. Life there helps you get things into per-
spective. It generates gratitude and humility and 
gives you strength for new challenges.

Your special corner in your home?
Definitely the kitchen.

Favourite furniture?
At home, I have a kind of hammock in the living 
room. This is the place I enjoy reading, mulling 
things around in my head, or just daydreaming.

What is your favourite wine?
I like to drink a full, red wine from Sicily.  It’s a 
basic table wine called corvo.

How do you see the future?
We should very quickly grasp the fact that we are 
a global community and need rules to regulate 
the way we act. Because our lives are interlinked 
in every single way. I believe there are huge op-
portunities to positively influence the way people 
behave by using design. In terms of the ratio of 
possessing and using things. But we are running 
out of time. The clock’s ticking and we mustn’t 
leave the next generations with unsolvable prob-
lems. In the Gulf of Mexico, we will see if we 
can repair what we have destroyed.

Do you read design magazines?
Yes, if I have time. I try to keep an international 
overview. I read a lot, but nothing regularly.

Where do you get news from?
Because my e-mail address is a public one, I 
am inundated with news and innovations. They 
come from all over the world and from every 
direction. I still have to work out how to deal 
confidently with these media.

What do you think of the mini  
STUDIO magazine?
I enjoyed answering the questions. until now, 
I didn’t know anything about it. The BDW 
heightened my awareness of Serbia and Belgrade. 
I am now more on the ball. Studio Magazine 
seems to be a good route – even if I don’t under-
stand the language.                                           t

Interview with Burkhard Remmers 
- www.ministudiomagazin.com, Serbia
Summer/Fall 2010

What’s the key to your successful design?
We call our product philosophy “responsible 
Furniture”. Primarily, this means furniture with 
a long-lasting appeal, a combination of sus-
tainable and perceptible quality. It also means 
unique, timeless and attractive designs and 
innovative function with added value for the 
customers. Added value means furniture that 
goes that extra mile. It’s not about a new chair, 
but about better seating, not about a new table, 
but about better communication and interaction 

between people, not about a new sofa but about 
better relaxation … This is the way that genuine 
innovations are created and shape the whole 
industry across the globe. 

The second step is to turn these new ideas into 
quality results. We try to find as simple and 
permanent answers as possible to complex ques-
tions. reduce to the max describes our design 
process perfectly. Functionality also includes 
the emotional aspect of design, something we 
call "emotional practicality”. With this concept 
as our starting point, we developed several 
potentially classic products, such as the FS-Line 
office chairs (1980) and Modus (1994). Other 

Is Autoban gallery a kind of showroom strictly 
presenting your design?
Yes, The Autoban Gallery provides us with a 
showroom type space where visitors can view 
our products in our home town of Istanbul, and 
it also functions as a design shop for locals. All 
design work is done in our office, just a few doors 
down from the gallery.

You express yourselves at large scale of 
projects, tell me something about the most 
important and about architectural latest ones.
Most recently, in the year of 2009, we have com-
pleted several projects in different sectors, including 
retail, restaurant, office and residential projects. 
These are The House cafe Kanyon, the – 10th 
cafe in the House cafe chain which is located 
within the valley-like structure of the shopping 
mall Kanyon. We recently completed the luxury 
fashion brand Vakko’s flagship store in Nişantaşı 
and also their store selling top brands from all 
over the world - v2k Designers. In terms of resi-
dential projects we completed Ojeni Apartment, 
a compact, modern home in the historical centre 

of Istanbul, and redesigned Ayazpaşa House. 
Most recently, we have completed Zenovich, the 
new House cafe Suites. Architecturally, we are 
working on a residential development in Istanbul 
titled Nef36. Other than our ongoing local proj-
ects, at the moment we have two interior projects 
abroad which are soon to be completed, one in 
Madrid and one in Hong Kong. 

You are inspired by the chaos of the mega city, 
contrasts, contradictions and what else...?
We take inspiration from the lives we lead, not 
only the streetlife of the city, but also our travels 
and even from films. We believe it helps to be 
an all-rounded person with broad interests and 
experiences which one can reflect in design with 
an individual approach.  

What will be a next challenge for you?
From products to interiors and architecture, every 
new project is a challenge for us. At the moment 
we feel quite involved with the world of art, and 
you might say that doing something more im-
mersed in art is one of our next challenges.      t
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in Britain there is a fear about being to designery. 
You go to any designer's house and they'll always 
have some piece that they love, but it's very rare 
that it will be kitted out in top European design. 
I think taste in Britain is a bit more eclectic.  
I think it's a bit less prescribed as "this is good 
taste, this bad taste" I think there's more of a 
cross over in that.

Your design is very unobtrusive, you're 
not using too much graphics to emphasize 
things, you're letting the image flow and the 
typography is very informal and kind of really 
there to serve the purpose of communication...
I think it came from that 60's thread we talked 
about of Alan Fletcher, Bob Gill, Derrick 
Birdsall. There's a simplicity to it, and if the 
material... I think we're very fortunate to work 
with lovely material, so there's no need to fill 
space with graphic design. We're trying to find a 
lovely form or methodology to present that work, 
that's basically that idea of systems and things. I 
think that we decided at the beginning that our 
work would be about trying to serve the purpose 
of the brief and the project. You can't, I think, 
deny a style. I think if someone sees a piece 
of work saying "this looks a bit like Graphic 
Thought Facility" you cannot be that neutral, but 
it's definitely not being about developing...

It's more about what kind of style of 
photography that you're choosing, and from 
there that the art direction is very strong?
It's funny because an art director is a phrase 
I always felt... I would never call myself an 
art director. I think of an art director as an 
incredibly confident-driven designer who'll 
be on set saying "do this, do that" [laughter] 
... but I think we are quietly very strong art 
directors. In a sense that we're trying to define 
an envelope for a project, saying - this is the 
premises it will operate within and that can do 
is often give freedom for great photographers 
and great illustrators to do work that feeds... 
we just kind of set up a context sometimes and 
then I think, particularly, the work we've done 
with Nigel Shaffran for the Globe Theatre. The 
Globe was an interesting project that we have 
gotten handed down from Pentagram.

Was that photography shot on purpose?  
Was it set up?
Nigel's photography?

Yes.
Just to go back a little bit to the beginning... 
so we went to see "The Globe", and at first 
we thought it's a bit of a touristy place we've 
never been. Angus Hyland, the designer at 
Pentagram told us to go and see it because it's 
very interesting. We met then Mark rylands, 
the creative director - an incredible personality 
who really won us over. Although it's about 
traditional practice in terms of the space and the 
costume and the design of the theatre, it's here 
and now. It's actors living now, trying to get 
emotions from audiences living now. 

In all this history, we also have to find a way 
that is also now. We wandered around with 
him backstage, and we noticed that obviously 
everyone is in these beautiful hand-made 
costumes but at the same time they're getting 
their drinks from a coffee-machine or warming 
a pot-noodle in a toaster and there was this 
great clash of "now and then." Since we admired 
Nigel's work, his very cool way of finding 
interest in space... so we just said to Nigel that 
we just want this mix of old and new. The way he 
works was to observe, and he wasn't in a kind of 
reportage way. He was just sitting there quietly 
and things would happen, but then he would say 
"excuse me that looks really good, can I just take 
a picture?" - so he would pose them. 

So they were doing things that they would be 
doing anyway like - being dressed, having their 
break, or looking at their lines or having their 
make-up done. Only retrospectively, I think, we 
realize how paintily that was. You think back 
to a caravaggio, so he would obviously have to 
think of a scene, pose it, and paint it. That was 
just a very nice way to work. The bodywork in 
the corridors has Nigel's work, and then it's 
got work of two photographers who we work 
with quite a lot - Angela Moore and Annabelle 
Elston. Similarly, it's a nice dialogue - obviously 
it's not about us saying photograph this in this 
way or with this much bleed...                        >>>

Interview with Andrew Stevens
- Designed.rs Web Portal, June 2010

You're renowned for your exhibitions?  
How did all of this get started?
It started with a colleague... not a colleague, a 
friend at college who was studying curation and 
art history claire catterall. After we all left, 
we were doing bits of work and she went to the 
Design Museum as an assistant curator. We had a 
very strange episode where we won ten thousand 
pounds in a luxury game... anyway, it's a long 
story featuring a terrible British tv celebrity. 

Anyway, after we won this money, and after 
buying a computer we designed this very fancy 
poster for ourselves that had foil, silk screen 
and glow in the dark and we sent it out trying 
to get work, and we got nothing. claire had 
an exhibition coming up about plastics at the 
Design Museum and she thought this kind of 
fun way of doing graphics and materials could be 
good, so we got called in to do the graphics on 
this plastics exhibition at the Design Museum.

From that we also then got asked, and I felt 
very honored because they thought we're great 
- I think it's because we were so bloody cheap 
[laughter] we got asked to design an exhibition 
celebrating 100 years of the royal college of 
Art which we graduated from two or three years 
before. We worked with russell Warren Fisher 
who was a designer couple of years above us 
and he was a tutor at the college, and together 
we designed a very big show. It was the first 
time I think I felt stress, ever. He designed this 
very big show for no budget and that was seen 
by Dinah casson who was a tutor on interior 
design at the royal college of Art. There was a 
fantastic company in a non-college life, casson 
Mann, they were the best exhibition designers 
in the uk, and they work internationally. We 
struck up a relationship with them, and so many 
of our designs for exhibitions have been done in 
collaboration with casson Mann, smaller ones 
we do on our own, but then we've also worked 
with people like Ben Kelly who did the great 
Haçienda club, Ab rogers and richard rogers, 
a fantastic interior designer...

So it's all collaborative stuff?
Very collaborative. When we do exhibitions on 
our own, they're usually for small places like 
the Design Museum where there's not really a 
budget for a big team.

You have a very good relationship with designers?
Yeah, but we're probably doing less now but we 
have a great history of doing nice work. The 
last show we did was with Dejan Sudjic that 
was first opened in Istanbul, it was Design 
cities, and we did the whole thing for that. It 
continues through exhibition work not because 
it's great money but it's very time absorbing on 
the studio... and, it's this chance to work with 
people who are specialists in their field. And you 
know, you look at that presentation of Werner 
Aisslinger this morning, and that lovely hotel 
that he designed. That's kind of a dream job 
for us in a way, you've got someone with a 3d 
sensibility like Werner doing that, and then 
you think how graphics can be applied in that 
setting and you work together and so it's for, 
you know, that type of setup that we're always 
looking for in exhibition design. It's a nice niche 
to be in. There's companies like Miah Scoffin in 
London who are graphic designers who do lovely 
exhibition work. It's not a big world, and you 
often need a bit of experience to kind of plan it.

You're quite influential bearing in mind that 
Creative Review readers have voted your 
company as one of the most influential in 
design alongside other big names such as Marc 
Farrow and Jonathan Ive. This is really the top 
of worldwide design...
That's incredibly flattering, and I know my mum 
looks after a copy of that magazine very well 
[laughter]. I think we just ended up with a good 
set of people, not only myself but Paul Hewitt as 
the director...

But what does this voice from the audience tell 
us about the state of British design and its taste?
I think it's interesting in Britain, because I think 
taste is a funny issue in the uk. It was interesting 
hearing the guy's comment about saying "you 
go to Britain and everyone sits on a shit chair." I 
don't disagree, but I think even amongst designers 
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Interview with Mario Nanni
- Elle Dekor Magazine Serbia, Fall 2010 

When craft meets poetry – MARIO NANNI
The Art of Light & Shadow

This year belgrade design week was honored 
to invite and present the work of Mario Nanni, 
a founder of Viabizzuno, one of the most 
renowned brands in the field of light design. 
Mario Nanni works and creates in his studios 
in Milan, London, Barcelona and Bologna. 
curiosity and interest in lighting and contacts 
with architects and designers made him enter 
the world of light design experiments over 35 
years ago. During that time, he transformed 
the game of light and shadow into an art form. 
Just take a look at the light design he created 
in various interiors, exhibitions and fascinating 
projects such as the Italian Pavillion on the 12th 
International Architecture Exhibition at the 
Biennale in Venice or illumination of the facade 
of the Scala in Milan. He currently spends most 
of his time working in the studio Mario Nanni 
progettista, a creative workshop for design 
solutions between poetry and craft.

Where did your passion for lighting come from?
I have loved it since I was a child. I was about 
six or seven years old when, while playing with 
light bulbs, I realized that different scenes can 
be created using light effects. I was fascinated 
with light and I realized how much energy 
it generates for people.  For me, as a person 
who first became an artizan, it is important 
to transform my technical know how into 
poetry which has a certain message, makes 
a person think, especially about the fact that 
only by improving our relations and by good 
communication can we face the problems of this 
polluted and unreliable world.  

When you start working on a new project, what 
is the most important thing to consider?
In the beginning, the most important thing is 
to listen and observe: the client, the location, 

the architecture, and to pay a lot of attention to 
the stories they tell you and to the history of the 
given location. I always tell my assistants that 
a person can’t just wake up one morning and 
decide to make a project: a project is a product 
of knowing how to listen and observe the things 
that surround us.

Lighting usually depends on the main project. 
Does the opposit happen sometimes: that a 
designer or an architect is inspired by your work?
Now it happens more often. My friends tell me 
I am lucky to be working only with important 
clients. But I don’t think that there are more 
or less important clients. It is all based on a 
dialogue, exchange of ideas, which are being 
embraced, as we create togther. 

Is there some creative way for us to lighten our 
living space, without investing too much?
The simplest thing we can do is to use television 
or a computer monitor as a light source. If 
they are used that way, our space will always 
be dynamic, because the light always changes 
and moves, depending on what is presented on 
the screen. We can also use a simple light bulb 
which we can drop from the ceiling, to about 
10 centimeters above the floor. That way, the 
lightened spot gets a new volume, it creates the 
illusion of a larger space and a special kind of 
energy is created around that light source.

What does darkness represent to you?
Darkness is a chance to enjoy moments of peace 
and tranquillity, of mental relaxation, a time 
to reflect and gather ideas. A time to be with 
oneself and dream about the future.                 t

By Igor Vidović Courtesy of elle Dekor Serbia, Fall 
Edition, 2010.

So you're trying to give a lot of freedom to the 
people you're working with to express themselves?
I am very much like that. Some of Annabelle's 
ideas, they were ways of creating photography 
that she was developing anyway for herself in 
her sketchbook. She would come and show us, 
and we'd go - "that's really exciting" and then 
we'd think how it could be applied, so it's very 
collaborative like that, which is again a good way 
to work. I think you're gonna get the best work 
from someone when they believe in it and you're 
not telling them what to do.

Designing for culture and designing 
for companies like Habitat. What is the 
difference between the two? Does one offer 
greater freedom?
I think it's fundamentally not a big difference. It's 
about having a client who trusts you, who believes 
in you. I don't think the budget is a key thing. I 
think it is about... there is a big difference between 
a Gagosian project and a Design Museum, and 
even a Frieze project. Frieze is not a huge budget 
but it's a huge profile, and it seems that people like 
Larry Gagosian or Laura Hoptman from New 
Museum or richard Armstrong from carnegie 
and Guggenheim Museum. There is different 
reasons for doing different jobs.

Are you working outside of the UK?
A little... we're currently working with Quadra, 
a Danish textile company. We've been doing 
projects with Vitra for the last couple of years. 
With Gagosian, we're working with the New 
York office.

How do you manage to lure this kind of 
business into the office?
How did we get these jobs? It's all from connections 
and people and word of mouth. It's not marketing...

I read a book by Adrien Shaughnessy in which 
he mentions that only 5% is reserved for 
advertisement, while the other 95% is focused 
around who you know...
I would say that. We never advertise... we did that 

first poster, that was enough. That was it. The only 
other poster that we've done for ourselves since 
that one was when we had a show in Japan.

How relevant is this year's belgrade design 
week's concept (Smart Squared) for the current 
global economic situation as far as the way 
things are going right now?
I think the concept is ideal to be smart. I think it's 
a bit of an old cliché maybe because people told us 
that we'd finish college and have no jobs. Things 
happen when there's not a lot of money around. 
People rather than just going and getting snapped 
up in a pyramid in a bigger company, people go 
out and do things for themselves and beg favors 
from each other. I just think that kind of smartens 
us, brings out intuition which helps finds gaps 
which is a good way to work. I thought it was 
well spoken by Mirko who said that you can't 
expect to walk up to Mr. capellini - and go "I'm 
gonna do this." You have to make things happen. 
When there's things like Milan, there's always 
these kinds of little satellite shows and people see 
things, and they pick it up...

So, you have to be smart?
You have to persevere and be lucky... and 
everything, don't you, really? [laughter] You can't 
rule out luck. But I quite like that... that you 
have to be smart. It's not just a matter of saying 
which studio should I pick and work for?

Someone once said it's better to be wise than smart
I'm slowly getting there... [laughter] I wouldn't 
put myself in that league. [laughter]

Lastly, what are you plans for this summer?
I am going to a little festival with my wife and 
daughters in a vw camper van. It's a nice little 
literary/music festival in cornwall. Hopefully 
the sun will shine... and then we'll do a bit of 
sitting in a hammock, listening to very wise 
people speaking and play music, and then I'm 
going to Devon. So English seaside... buckets 
and spades, fish and chips. Not too much 
design... [laughter]                                          t
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Speakers:

1. Arhan Kayar – Istanbul Design    
 Week  / Turkey,  
 Supported by TIKA 
 
2. Lorenz Promegger – X     
 Architekten / Austria, Supported    
 by Austrijski Kulturni Forum 
 
3. Danilo Mandelli –  
 Viabizzuno / Italy 
 
4. Nika Zupanc / Slovenia,     
 Supported by Trimo 
 
5. David Linderman – Hi-res! /    
 uK, Supported by British council

6. Jaime Hayon / Spain / uK,    
 Supported by British council 

7. Marti Guixe / Spain,  
 Supported by IcEX 
 
8. Dylan Griffith – MTV / uSA

If you thought no one could take more 
after such an intellectually and creatively 
intensive day, you are wrong. Although a 
bit exhausted, the bdw audience persisted 
through the last program segment – Smart 
city, where seven carefully selected Serbian 
creatives teams and individuals presented 
their projects.

9. Smart city Panel:
 Damjan Stanković, Svetlana Mojić,
 Studio re:act, rade Kosanović,
 Zoran Stefanović – Stefan GP, Srđan 
 Stanković – Supernatural, Dušan Nešić

"I am thrilled by bdw! You made it possible for me to attend bdw for the first time and
thank you a lot for this. Starting from the next year I will be graduate and BDW will
be listed in my agenda as must see, like Exit for example, which is listed there already.
During bdw I have collected many positive experiences and I have learnt from the guests like
Bjarke, Jaime, Nika, Marti and others that being on the stage and invited from bdw as
someone who their ideas and thoughts turn into reality, means that you are above all hard

working, communicative and free to play :)"
SENKA MILANOVIĆ, KrAGuJEVAc, 

FAcuLTY OF FOrESTrY IN BELGrADE,

SMArT STuDENT PrOGrAM

1.3 Smart2 Conference: 
 Third Day, Saturday 05.06.2010

Saturday, June 5.
After 10 months of working nearly 24/7, everyday breakups (since you never get home to 
him/her at the promised time:) and quitting your job almost equally often in a recognizable 
& impulsive Hollywood style, one would think that the only logical thing would be to 
immensely look forward to the last day of the festival. Strangely, it was just the other way 
round. We wished it could have lasted forever. 

The last day of bdw 2010 was something like a historical clash of global creative titans! 
remember Godzilla vs. Megaron? Well, then please do take a look at the closing day of 
smart2. And you will easily imagine how hard it was for the audience to vote for 
the winner of this years belgrade design grand prix, the traditionally 
awarded prize for best speaker at the conference.
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Jaime Hayon

"I like bdw because it’s the best design “ home delivery service” you can get in this part of the world. 
bdw brings greatest creative thinkers right to our doorstep. I wish this packed creativity could leave more
visible marks in the way how we perceive design and creativity in our own community, but this is our job
to follow the ways other people enlightened for us. bdw brings people together and that is why British
Council supports it."
IVANA DJurIŠIĆ, PrOJEcTS & cOMMuNIcATIONS MANAGEr 

BrITISH cOuNcIL SErBIA
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David Linderman

"Running in the morning through the city (down what the Germans call a "Fussgangerzone") and 
being amazed by all the grand empty old buildings that reminded me of my Berlin beginnings. 

Grafitti on buildings. Lovely broken walls with acne' d facades from decades of reverse-engineering.
Discovering that all the ships on the river were party boats and open till the morning. Sweating so 

much in one of the clubs, my phone got messed up. Losing phone in said club. Visiting Belgrade 
police station to report a then stolen phone to a twenty-something cop with a doctor's labcoat, 

listening to Rammstein (loudly) while hacking out my report on a pre-electric typewriter that 
looked (and sounded) as if it was from some era before typewriters were invented. Thinking of 

Naked Lunch. Thinking of Die-Hard. Listening to architects talk about porous facades. Thinking of 
old smart bombs. Imagining the flash and crunch of several floors of reinforced concrete collapsing  

in on themselves. Wondering why I'm the only interactive guy here. Why are there so many 
beautiful women in Belgrade? Why are there so, so many beautiful women in Belgrade?"

DAVID LINDErMAN, HI-rES! LONDON, uK

X ArchitektenNika Zupanc

"The fifth belgrade design week was
hugely interesting, and its informal atmosphere
can't be beat. I look forward to returning."
WILL WILES, IcON MAGAZINE, uK
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Arhan Kayar Dylan Griffith

"Wake up, wake up! Smart wake up!" 
ArHAN KAYAr, ISTANBuL DESIGN WEEK

Danilo Mandelli

Marti Guixé

"Great impressions from the conference, 
but also from the city, 
from the parties, 
and from the food!"
MArTI GuIXé, ES
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Damjan Stanković

Svetlana Mojić, Damjan Stanković, re:a.c.t, Dušan Nešić, Supernatural, rade Kosanović

Smart city, the final panel of this year’s conference smart2, gathered seven 
most successful creatives that have marked the previous year by giving key 
impulses to the creative industry of Belgrade! In this session. delegates 
enjoyed the unique opportunity to directly learn and hear from the greatest 
creative experts in Serbia about planning, production and results of their 
projects that are about to mark or already represent parameters for the 
development of the entire society. By decision of the bdw team, as a donation 
for the citizens of Belgrade, the entry to this session was free.

Svetlana Mojić Zoran Stefanović

re:a.c.t

SMART CITy
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was not an option, so tapping into immediate 
pan-global human emotions and themes, (love, 
desire, wonder, adrenalin etc.) was the goal 
with these identities. Each identity is driven by 
a particular emotion or theme that relates to 
‘pop culture’ in general and more specifically to 
cornerstone programs within the mtv1 schedule. 
The identities bring together design talent from 4 
continents guaranteeing a plethora of styles and 
true international vision.

As creative director in 2007, you successfully 
rebranded British channel S4C, and for that 
work you have been awarded with two D&AD 
and Cannes award. While you work for the BBC 
resulted with 6 BAFTA awards! How would you 
describe your interventions in the two cases?
s4c was a particularly interesting challenge.  I 
had a 500,000 gbp budget, no management 
dictated guidelines and therefore, carte blanch.  
Bearing this is mind, I throw everything I had 
into the job.  The bbc had its own very different 
set of challenges.  Brand guidelines, rules and 
general company structure are rather established.  
Funny enough though, showing a bit of con-
structive creativity goes a long a way in the bbc.

What makes your work different and specific? 
Is it a different approach, different identity and 
design in the case of the MTV? How different 
it is comparing to BBC?
With the bbc you do have a number of strict 
rules and boundaries to follow.  While mtv on 
the other hand has brand legacy that is always 
fresh, youthful and ground breaking.

Is the target group of the MTV same as it was 25 
years ago? Do you still address the same people? 
Yes it is. mtv is and has been the number one 
global youth brand. mtv does not grow old with 
you, you grow out of it.

What values is MTV trying to present to 
people with its massive impact?
A reflection of youth Pop culture, aspirational 
and groundbreaking.

Was the rebranding of the MTV really 
necessary at this point? Why did you decide to 

do these changes?
It is the prefect time to do the rebrand. This is the 
first time mtv has done a rebrand globally giving 
the brand a unified look and feel everywhere in 
the world.  Its less about being locally relevant and 
more about relevant to the emotions of youth.

What was the basic idea for the MTV 
rebranding campaign and how did it all start? 
Again, we focused on emotions and the pro-
grams themselves.  It started with a general 
consensus that all mtvs around the world should 
be more unified in how the brand is presented to 
our audience/user.

What does POPX1000% mean?
It’s not about Pop Music but Pop culture to the 
extreme (multiplied by 1000%).

Is the essence of MTV in the equality and 
universality, or on the other side – in differences 
and connecting all those differences?
It really is a bit of both. You can argue that with 
this rebrand we are producing a very universal 
interaction with the brand. However, we engage 
differences and work with graphic and motion 
design houses all over the globe. We are about 
the emotions of youth, wherever they may be. 

Is today’s MTV a typical product of globalization 
with all its positive and negative effects? 
We feel we are the product of the positive ef-
fects of globalization, such as communication 
and empowerment.

What emotions or themes did you target as 
crucial for each of the identities, in terms of 
their role in popular culture? 
Positive emotions; Joy, Love, Surprise, Opti-
mistic... We are the brand/channel of positive 
aspirations of young people. Finally, I just want 
to add that the rebrand of mtv had its ground 
breaking worldwide introduction in your region 
with mtv Serbia being our first local channel to 
go popx1000%.

This is why when I was asked to participate in 
this year's Belgrade Design Week, I jumped at 
the opportunity.                                                t

Interview with Nika Zupanc 
- Elle Magazine Serbia, May 2010

Expanding the Boundaries
One of the biggest female stars at the forthcoming 
belgrade design week will be the young Slove-
nian designer Nika Zupanc.

After she graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts 
and Design in Ljubljana in 2000, Nika Zupanc 
started her career as an independent designer and 
has been working on numerous successful projects 
with globally known brands ever since, such as 
Moooi or Moroso. She exhibited her works at 
many design-exhibitions, fairs and events, winning 
numerous awards. Her latest exhibition gone 
with the wind has been shown in Milan in the 
beginning of April 2010, and was produced with 
the support of the qbiss by Trimo. 

What is your favourite object that you have 
designed till now, and why?
It is the Lolita Lamp, for shure. It is my first one 
and the dearest. I wouldn‘t be where I am now 
without it.

What do you think about trend that, for 
exemple, architects make design for clothes 
and accessories, and fashion designers make 
design for furniture?
I think that cross disciplinarry creativity can 
bring extraordinary results - as long as the 
parameters of every profession are allways taken 

seriously, with a lot of knowledge, selfcriticism, 
care, passion and devotion.

What is your biggest and (or) the most daring 
business challenge?
To make a good living and to give back to the 
community by realising my deepest dreams.

How well do you know Serbian design and 
designers, and what do you think about it?
I am for sure very well aware of belgrade 
design week. I belive it became one of the most 
intriguing and relevant design industry meeetigs 
around the world. And I am looking forward 
very much to be part of it.

What is the biggest designer trend for 2010?  
Do you like it?
I do not believe in trends – and if there are any, 
I do not tend to like them. I think that a trully 
creative designer aways has to serach much be-
yond the trend. The inspiration has to be find in 
our most ordinary everyday life experiences.

In your eyes, who is a designer – icon?
I am impressed and touched by the greatness of 
Marcel Wanders. I think he is an excelent art 
director of Moooi and a very sensitive person, 
open to new uderstandings of the design itself 
and the design sceene in general. And this is 
where we all have to contribute in our own way. 
To move the boundaries of our understandings of 
all the things and matters that surround us.    t

Interview with Dylan Griffith 
- Večernje Novosti Newspaper, 
11th June 2010 

Dylan Griffith about the first international 
rebranding campaign of the world’s largest 
music tv station.

The Way I Changed The MTV
One of the guests of the 5th Belgrade Design 

Week was the creative Director of the mtv 
World Design Studio, who gave a lecture 
“popx1000%” on the first mtv international 
rebranding campaign and the latest 
transformation of the mtv uk sister channel.
The International mtv rebranding uses a visual 
language which shows the intensive mixture 
of human emotions cut with the energy of pop 
culture multiplied by 1000%. Dealing with 8 
alphabets meant that a type driven solution 
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On Tuesday, June 1, the warming-up began! The Small hall of the city Administration (Nikola 
Pašić Square), kindly donated by the Secretariat of culture of the city of Belgrade, was opened to 
all interested citizens, professionals and students, carefully selected by BDW from several hundreds 
of entrants, who have responded with a registration followed with a decent professional portfolio 
to BDW’s call for workshop participation. Both the invitation as well as the participant’s selection 
have been laser-sharp tailored to top representatives of the Serbian professional scene relative to the 
workshop’s subject, including a few talented youngsters.

But the key reason for the unexpected public feedback was certainly the choice of topics and the 
moderators performing the workshops and master-classes. belgrade design week once again 
confirmed its serious attitude towards social responsibility and helping the creation of the society of 
knowledge. Proving itself not only as a festival but also a platform connecting the creative sector with 
representatives of institutions, businesses and educational centers. We covered tactically very richly 
differentiated design and society topics: architecture, ecology, fashion, object, lighting, educational, 
strategic/town planning, start-up and business – design, and illustrated them with specially 
commissioned posters and web invitations by the branding agency trans:east.

As BDW’s joint production with several key partners such as The Embassy of the Netherlands, Bells 
etc, belgrade design week organized 6 workshops with useful themes and eminent global and local 
moderators, within the program Smart Labs. Entry to this important professional education project 
was free, as BDW's donation to the citizens of Belgrade.

At the first workshop, named "Smart Start-Up" , BDW and some of the most relevant governmental 
institutions: The Business registers Agency (Mileva Petrović), The Serbian chamber of commerce 
(Vera Veljanovski), The National Agency of the regional Development (Milena Vasić), Studio Pure 
(Mane radmanović) and Studio Membrane (Marko Macura), tried to encourage young people, 
participants of the workshop, in the brave attempt to effectuate themselves professionally, by 
presenting necessary information about their rights, obligations and opportunities in the situation 
of starting their own businesses. Also, two case studies were presented, of running architecture and 
design offices. The workshop was organized under the auspices of the Ministry of Economy and 
regional Development.

2.1 Smart Lab: 
 First Day, Tuesday 01.06.2010



"Smart Start-up"
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"I see bdw as the focal point for both creative and business like forces
that strive to transform and upgrade the Serbian socioeconomic
environment and increase its competitiveness and attractiveness,
both as a place that is source of great creative minds and ideas, as
well as place where creative businesses can find their home. 
This bdw’s role is often not well recognized, but is vitally important 
for the establishment of a healthy and productive relationship 
between design and economy, an evident missing link so far, that few
organizations were able to address and solve."
GOrAN KOVAČEVIĆ, INDuSTrY ADVISOr

WOOD PrOcESSING AND BuILDING

MATErIALS, uSAID SErBIA

The second workshop "Smart Architecture" introduced participants to the importance of sustainable 
architecture as a particular way of designing and building, seen as a standard by the most developed 
societies. Promoting the methods, models and benefits arising from environmental design, as well 
as seeding the idea of renewable and energy-efficient constructing is one of the most important 
missions of BDW - the engine of the creative industry, and its workshop partners "Environmental 
Ambassadors" - the pillar of sustainable changes in Serbia. Moderators: Aleksandra Knez Milojković 
(BELLS), Jasminka Pavlović (The Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning), Miloš Petrović 
(Novi Beograd Municipality), Dragan Stunjaš (dia), Sandra Božić (dia). This workshop had been 
made possible by kind support of the Embassy of the Netherlands.

The last workshop of the 1st day brought to Belgrade one of the founders of the famous Dutch Design 
Week and representative of the Eindhoven city council – cees Donkers. In front of some of the 
most important representatives of Belgrade's and Serbia's cultural, academic, creative, public and 
governmental sector, Donkers has shown and discussed brilliant projects which changed the city 
of Eindhoven, as a result of fruitful cooperation among private initiatives and public institutions. 
He showcased urban regeneration projects like SMALLEHAVEN and particularly highlighted 
the methodology with which the city of Eindhoven came to such brilliant results over a carefully 
planned course of time.

cees also outlined strategies and initiatives that gradually led to the development of Dutch Design 
Week in Eindhoven, resulting and collaborating with all possible scales of activations - from small 
artists' collectives to major international corporations like Phillips, helping in the course saving 
iconic urban architectural landmarks like the Witte Dame and Strijp S, relicts of an industrial era 
bygone, now hubs of creative thinking and business start-ups. Followed with utmost concentration 
and an almost stunned audience asking questions about possible parallels in Belgrade and Novi Sad, 
the "Smart Eindhoven" workshop resulted in an inspiring discussion and useful networking.



"Smart Eindhoven"
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"The bdw was impressive (again). Meeting
great designers at a very cold and wet dinner,
philosophers, University professionals who
became close friends after 7 hours talking, two
girlfriends from Novi Sad and Belgrade, the
finest good looking organizers in the world,
sleeping two nights in a brand new design hotel
being their first guest and eating at the most
beautiful places tasting real Belgrade food!
But also meeting the younger generation: the
'glocals' - living local but thinking global. They 
told me on a beautiful night with local music in
my back heirthoughts about this moment of
change in the world, the role they expect 
forthemselves in the future and the real
dna of Belgrade.
Made me think about '68 and it felt a
bit the same. It touched me!"
cEES DONKErS, DDW, 

cITY cOuNcIL OF EINDHOVEN, NL"Smart Architecture" 



UPRAVA GRADA BEOGRADA-mala sala
Trg Nikole Pašića 6

UPRAVA GRADA BEOGRADA-mala sala
Trg Nikole Pašića 6
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The second day of the workshops started with something completely new and never before shown 
in Serbia – the cutting edge workshop "Smart Kids - Thinking Munari" about the famous Bruno 
Munari and his creative methodology. The energetic and tireless Yaffa Gaon, a fine Israeli intellectual 
who had the opportunity to work with Munari for 20 years, brilliantly moderated this workshop, 
introducing more than 60 participants to the design and creativity as a way of thinking. 

School principals, teachers, educators from Belgrade's schools, kindergartens and children creative 
centers for a moment went back to their childhood, making charming sculptures with spaghettis, 
marshmallows and colorful ribbons. The highlight was when the group of 20 kids joined the grown-
ups, all together drawing, gluing, and thinking creatively! Yaffa proved what is written on her card: 
The one that can do anything!

"I am still puzzled over the question whether there are no rules in Belgrade or nobody obeys rules. 
Whatever the case, both are perfect for the creation of great ideas and great plans. 
I met inspiring people. Some of them genius. The people with whom I want to realize some of 
the ideas and plans that rooted during the BDW. 
One day we will say: and it all started in Belgrade."
AErNOuD BOurDrEZ, uSE-IP, NL

2.2 Smart Lab: 
 Second Day, Wednesday 02.06.2010



"Smart Kids - Thinking Munari"

" bdw is "Being with your whole creative self in wonderland".
Getting out of the line (box), navigating into the world of sensation and intellect, showing curiosity
 and sharingknowledge, living in clear and vague situations, bringing Art & Design to talk to each 
other, loving, touching, eating, growing, expecting the unexpected and yet always being surprised,
never accepting what was planned a month earlier. 
And people, interesting people, creative people, wonderful, open-minded people, beautiful people, 
people who think design is a way of thinking."
YAFFA GAON, IL
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After the BDW team managed to unglue all the spaghettis and marshmallows from the table 
surfaces, another fantastic workshop began. "Smart Fashion", moderated by the most successful 
global fashion designer of Serbian origin, Dušan Paunović, gathered about 20 fashion designers, who 
had a great chance to take a first-hand advice about the smart business approach to ready to wear 
high-couture. Serbian designers were so thrilled with Dusan and his work, that the workshop and 
discussion continued for about hour and a half longer than planned. The next day it turned out that 
“hunger for more” became the new trademark of belgrade design week. And we are so proud of it! 

When Dusan and other designers moved to the lobby to continue discussion, the third workshop 
called "Smart Light" could have finally begun! The world’s superstar of lighting design, the 
charming Zeki Kadirbeyoglu, from Istanbul planned to show his remarkable projects in the field of 
architectural lighting design in shopping malls. Most notably the new super-buildings of Sir Norman 
Foster in Asia for which he designed the lighting, with all the multidisciplinarity and multimedia 
involved... Well, at least he TrIED to, as he had to do it the old fashion way. His computer broke 
down and for an hour no slides could be projected. 

But it didn’t decrease the quality of his lecture, neither the interest participants showed in his great 
work, and Zeke in deed managed to gather almost 100 Serbia’s top architects, lighting designers 
and producers. BDW was very proud that we managed to create this kind of immediate connection 
between two really neighboring cities – Istanbul and Belgrade, sharing so much common heritage, 
but knowing so few facts about each other’s super-contemporary achievements. 



"Smart Light"

"Smart Fashion"

"Smart Light"

"Smart Kids - Thinking Munari"
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The belgrade design week was the best design conference I have ever enjoyed – the specific spirit 
of the city in a kind of in between status, the rough tension which can still be felt ten years after 
the bombs, the pride and the looking for new orientation especially in the young generation – all
this is giving the bdw a special flair far away from the current events of the global design circus.
In addition the enthusiastic organizational team trying hardly but unsuccessfully to keep the 
program along the schedules, the informal exchange between the international speakers, the loss of 
any discipline, the parties on the river… what ever and how ever the interrelations between these
 aspects are working – it makes the bdw an unique, likeable, inspiring and productive event, 
I will never forget.
BurKHArD rEMMErS, DE

"Smart Light""Smart Light"

"Smart Fashion"

"Smart Kids - Thinking Munari"

"Smart Eindhoven"

"Smart Fashion""Smart Light"
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On Monday, 31 of May, the gallery of National Bank of Serbia hosted over 500 invites for the Grand 
Opening ceremony of the 5th jubilee belgrade design week. Despite the pouring rain that night, 
fans and friends, design lovers, artists, diplomats, journalists and various celebrities gathered together 
to celebrate the beginning of what has turned out to be the most successful belgrade design week 
with the most impressive line-up and foreign guests ever.

Founder and chairman of BDW, Jovan Jelovac, proudly emphasized the festival’s remarkable global 
reputation, which was once again firmly proven in 2010. His Excellency, German Ambassador to 
Serbia, Mr. Wolfram Maas, officially opened the festival and expressed his support to this important 
event, as well as his pleasure for the fact that German creative industry was to be presented with 4 
impressive names & companies. At the end of the evening, organized by MTD (Fashion, Textile & 
Design) Forum, a fashion show of  about 10 prominent Serbian designers took place.

"The interaction of different cultures inspires,
creates new visions and innovative
implementation possibilities, which often
can serve as driving power for the economic
development. Therefore, design is an important
economic factor, that needs to be more affirmed
in our society. belgrade design week is not 
only a great, dynamic and creative event, 
but it also uses the synergy of international 
know how in design and contributes in this way 
to establish a connection between the creative 
industry andthe business world." 
SNEŽANA NIKOLIĆ, 

PrOJEcT MANAGEr, GTZ SErBIA

3.1 BDW 2010 Grand opening Ceremony

BDW 2010 was officially announced by the German Ambassador, H.E. Mr. Wolfram Maas, at the 
gallery of the National Bank of Serbia. belgrade design week kicked off with a spectacular fashion 
show presenting the best of Serbian fashion design, in organization of MTD Forum.
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Jovan Jelovac, BDW founder and chairman

Andreas Binder,  cEO Mercedes - Benz, Serbia and Montenegro

Fashion Show, MTD Forum

H.E. Wolfram Maas, 
the Ambasador of the republic of Germany



1 2

7

8

3

4

5, 6

1     20:00h    BANG & OLUFSEN   Showroom, Æika Ljubina 15
2     21:00h    SISTERLOGIC   Showroom, Bulevar Despota Stefana 7 / Prizemlje

3     20:00h    EGLO   Showroom, Stefana Prvovenæanog 28
4     21:00h    JASEN   Showroom, Ugao Južnog Bulevara i Maksima Gorkog

TUESDAY 01/06/2010

WEDNESDAY 02/06/2010 

5     20:00h    
6     21:00h    

THURSDAY 03/06/2010 

7     20:00h    GRAPHIC THOUGHT FACILITY   Atelje 212, Svetogorska 21
8     21:00h    AQUA BOUTIQUE   Showroom, Bulevar Osloboøenja 43

FRIDAY 04/06/2010 

ORMOLU   Showroom, Mutapova 16
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3.2 Showroom Cocktail Receptions

Despite the heavy rain and the unexpected cold weather for South East Europe in June, the 
"designPremieres" program proved to tick yet another mission box for BDW 2010. Behind the vivid 
atmospheres and relaxed cocktail receptions of "designPremieres", lies BDW's important business 
initiative to promote Belgrade's design related industries that are heavily affected by the economical 
crisis. The project's attention goes to trade, exhibition and Horeca industries related to design and 
the creative industries, by bringing fresh and professional visitors to their showrooms and focusing 
media on their offers, forming a premier annual framework for design-presentations in Serbia. 

Not only did hundreds of local visitors come to see each one of the openings, vernissages and enjoy 
the cocktail parties offered by "designPremieres" each night, but also high profile international 
speakers, stakeholders and important global journalists, who were able to see and experience the 
best Belgrade can offer. Next to numerous coverages in local media, we will be following closely the 
feedback in international media, jointly with our partners from the Tourist Organization of Belgrade, 
who kindly supported their visit to BDW 2010.

TuESDAy: BANG&oLuFSEN, SISTERLoGIC

WEDNESDAy: EGLo, JASEN

THuRSDAy: oRMoLu

FRIDAy: GTF ExHIBITIoN@ATELJE 212, AQuABouTIQuE

Location equipped by:

BEoFABRILoR, STAV, ZAPLET, MACoLA, NATuZZI
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03.06.2010.

AquaBoutique

SisterlogicBang & Olufsen

Ormolu
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Suzana Jovanović, EGLO

Ljiljana Ivanović, Sisterlogic

Stefan Ivanović, Jasen

"BDW is an instrument of awareness and
enlightenment of the Serbian and regional
consciousness about the gift that man possesses
within himself: a gift to design, organize and
create the world around himself. 
Beauty is  the most wonderful gift to human
life on earth. BDW has opened the door and
blew the windin the back of a new era of 
creative people in this country, people whose
visions  represent the future of the country in
which we live."
INTErIOr DESIGNEr 

LJILJANA IVANOVIĆ, 

SISTErLOGIc, SErBIA

rosana Busetto and Bjarke Ingels @ Ormolu

Miroslav Lazović, AquaBoutique

rosana Busetto, rubelli @ Ormolu



Graphic Thought Facility (GTF) is a London-based graphic design consultancy. Established in 1990 
the practice is jointly owned by three directors - Paul Neale, Andy Stevens & Hew Morgan.  
GTF created identities of many seminal British institutions such as London's Design Museum and 
the royal college of Art.

Andy Stevens opened the exhibition of selected GTF's works that have pushed the boundaries 
of communicating cultural events: Frieze Art Fair in London, Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre & 
Folkestone Triennial. The exhibition was possible due to the kind help of the British council on 
occasion of its 70th anniversary in Serbia, with the support of the O3ONE Gallery, Belgrade. 

Andy Stevens

3.3 Graphic Thought Facility 
 Exhibition Opening

" bdw was a wonderfully rewarding experience. I think the mix that made it work so well 
was a tangible passion for design realised in the most relaxed and friendly atmosphere that
I have come across for any event like this – truly inspirational, long may  it thrive."
ANDrEW STEVENS - GrAPHIc THOuGHT FAcILITY, uK



After one of the best BDW days ever, once again the entire BDW team, lecturers & partners rushed 
to change their clothes and meet up at the newly opened Beograd Art Hotel, in their gastronomic 
temple - the Mosaic restaurant, which they like to describe as a place for “those who know better and 
have seen more”.  All of our great speakers who were still in Belgrade for the last night of BDW 2010, 
all of our dear partners and patrons from numerous embassies, institutions, premiers showrooms 
and businesses, enjoyed the amazing Mediterranean dinner & wine with kind invitation from our 
generous hosts from the BAH hotel. 

3.4. Mosaic Cocktail & Dinner Party
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3.5 Banca Intesa & Mobilni Magazin 
 Cocktail Receptions

At the end of conference day marathons, on Friday and Saturday in the foyer of Atelje 212, two 
delightful and relaxing cocktail were organized in honour of two partners of belgrade design week 
2010 - Banca Intesa and Mobilni Magazin. 

Design-Food catering by the famous Belgrade restaurant Zaplet was the cherry on top for all 
conference delegates and numerous guests of the cocktail.



"Do not make the same mistake as I did when coming to BDW, 
by planning things too tight and efficient.

But take time to enjoy it to the max. You will not regret it."
JAcOB VAN rIJS, MVrDV STuDIO, NL

Maja Kolar, 
marketing and communication director, 

Banca Intesa, Serbia
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Balzac

Zaplet

Klub Književnika

Public

3.6 VIP Dinners

belgrade design week 2010 organized four exclusive VIP dinners for speakers, guests and partners 
of BDW 2010 in cooperation with its hospitality partners. We would like to thank our kind hosts for 
allowing the global creme-de-la-creme of design and media, as well as to BDW's generous partners 
and supporters, to sample the finesses of Serbian cousine, and above all, Belgrade's warmth and 
hospitality. BDW tried to mix what can objectively be described as best representatives of Belgrade's 
invigorating gourmet scene, who all honestly and passionately presented diverse directions of Serbian 
dishes, from grassroots-traditional to more experimental, contemporary takes.

The partner-restaurants were:

TuESDAy: PuBLIC

WEDNESDAy: BALZAC

THuRSDAy: KLuB KNJIŽEVNIKA

FRIDAy: ZAPLET



Public

Zaplet

Zaplet

Zaplet

Public Balzac

Mosaic

Klub Književnika



Belgrade Designweek is a masterpiece in the art 
and science of conference design – and a hell of 
a good way to spend 3 days in Serbia!
BJArKE INGELS, BIG, DK

Zaplet

Zaplet

Zaplet

Klub Književnika

Mosaic

Balzac
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Plastic Light

4. BDW DizajNights

During the 5th belgrade design week we presented in collaboration with MTV what seems to have 
grown into a spontaneous contemporary urban club festival of "design" music and creativity. The now 
almost legendary "desigNights", this year in some of the best clubs of Belgrade, was BDW's another 
initiative of support and promotion for the capital's lifestyle scene in crisis.

Last year’s "desigNights" program became famous for great performances of world famous music 
names: rob Garza/Thievery corporation, Federico Aubele, cineplexx and the spectacular Fred 
Deakin/Lemon Jelly act, whose unforgettable performance closed BDW2009, with approximately 
4000 satisfied visitors of Belgrade "desigNights", while the Late‘Nite program was performed by 
resident DJs of the red Bull Music Academy Team. 

replicating the same success formula in 2010, BDW once again guaranteed a fantastic time to its 
visitors, contributing to the image of Belgrade as a gourmet and nightlife capital of New Europe. 
Keep reading and you'll be surprised to see whom we welcomed at the DJ desk this year! 

What a fantastic feast this Belgrade Design 
Week was! Inspiring, exciting and full of 
intensive dialogue. More than any other 
conferences bdw was showing, why we are 
all Designers – because it's about the vibe, the 
passion, the people and the culture of exchange. 
Belgrade! We' ll come back!
TOBIAS KOHLHAAS & BIrGIT HOELZEr

WEISS-HEITEN, DE
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4.1 MTV PARTy, 
 Wednesday 02. 06. 2010.

The night continued at the Light Plastic club, with the joint MTV PrESENTS official Belgrade 
"desigNights" opening party! After the energetic Sevdah Baby band’s live performance, Belgrade was 
the proudest city in the world – it hosted the premiere of an incredible virgin-DJ trio-performance! 
The supercharming KiBiSi boys from copenhagen – Bjarke Ingels, Lars Larsen & Jens Martin, 
founders of Kilo design, Big architecture and BIOMEGA bikes, had their incredible DJ debut with 
what they called Funkyzeit with their favorite mixtapes! We absolutely loved it! 

As proper introduction to this hot night, the Tourist Organization of Belgrade presented its new 
approach to presenting our capital worldwide, brought to BDW fresh from the first global showcase 
in Frankfurt a week earlier. The young crowd loved to see the mix of their city's multimedia imagery, 
to be followed by all the musical excitement later in the night.



4.2 IAA PARTy
 Thursday 03.06.2010.

The unbelievable Simon de Pury at the Magacin nightclub was performing as DJ! He absolutely 
astonished the crowd with his performance! You’ll find many photos in our gallery as an evidence!  
It was an amazing night! 

Our proud hosts were the Serbian chapter of the IAA, the International Advertising Association, 
a one-of-a-kind strategic partnership which champions the common interests of all the disciplines 
across the full spectrum of marketing communications. Their chairmen, the kind Miša Lukić of Leo 
Burnett Belgrade, called the night open and all hell broke loose following Simon's beats!
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4.3 THE GREAT BANCA INTESA PARTy 
 Friday 04.06.2010.

After midnight we ordered about 15 taxis to go to the Light Plastic nightclub, despite the pouring 
rain! And what happened there? We were sooooo close to another AMAZING world premiere!  
The “cool Brit”, “Plaid Shirt Man” or simply – the legendary Andy Stevens himself should have 
been DJ-ing that night for the first time in his life! And we were so looking forward to it. But, 
unfortunately, it turned out that there were technical problems that we couldn’t solve and Belgrade 
missed what could have been an astonishing sensation, as, actually, Andy brought some 100 years old 
7 inch vinyls ‘unplayable’ at modern DJ desks. However, our trusty red Bull Music Academy DJs 
managed to ‘save the night’ and throw us a great party anyway. We apologise to Andy, and promise to 
invite him again just to DJ in Belgrade next year! And we have a firm agreement with our kind hosts 
from this evening, Banka Intesa, to make the night even more successful! 
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4.4 THE WoRLD FAMouS BDW 
 CLoSING PARTy 
 Saturday 05.06.2010.

When all the spotlights of BDW turn off, all the awards have been given away, hundreds of 
interviews completed, dozens of exhibitions, speeches, lectures and workshops have closed their 
doors, then is the time for some very special lights to be turned on: private lights - the stage of the 
legendary closing party of BDW! The night when all our friends and comrades left their worries to 
celebrate the end of one year of hard work.
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2010 Belgrade Design Grand Prix
 BAH & BDW Awards Ceremony and Closing Party @ Magacin



After having slept for a week, the BDW team organized one final THANK YOu party for all our 
supporters and delegates in the garden of the famous Belgrade restaurant Klub Književnika, with one 
special condition: ALL IN WHITE!

BDW guests were obviously trilled with this condition and some 400 people came in summer white 
outfits to Belgrade's thrilling heat, that finally kicked in that night! The atmosphere was amazing, 
pink champagne with strawberries was all over the place, and the party continued till past midnight. 
Among the guests were BDW 2010 delegates, partners, VIPs, celebrities and representatives of the 
art & creative community of Belgrade. 

To all of you beautiful people - THANK YOu and see you next year at the 6. BelgradeDesignWeek!

"My bdw began in Milan, having a crazy meeting with Jovan at the Design Library in 
Zona Tortona.
09:15 A short espresso with Mauricio Ribotti : 'Are you sure you're having a meeting with 
Jovan this time in the morning? It must be a mistake!'
09:40 A man with a small black suitcase enters  the café  ' hi caro!'  Both man hug 'Oh! Galit,
you are also here?' We sit down and immediately start to talk ' design'. After 3 espressos I know I 
have found my partner for the next revolution.
Coming to bdw was wonderful, like meeting old friends. bdw is the most passionate conference,
full of amazing designpeople that share impossible designdreams. I was honored  to be a part of this 
group  - and would love to see you all again!"
Galit Gaon, Design Museum Holon, IL

4.5 BDW 2010 Thank you White Party 
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What is bdw for you, Gavin?
" belgrade design week was a lot of fun. There was a great range of 
speakers from architectural, graphic and product design practices who all 
delivered insightful presentations about their work and their particular 
approach to design. Also, the organizers’ choice of post-conference 
restaurants was also superb – it was great to get a real flavor of 
Belgrade at the end of each day’s conference activities and meet, 
talk with, and hang out with the festival’s illustrious speakers. In short,
bdw is a brilliant event. Please, can I come back again next year?"
gavin lucas, creative review

C. Belgrade Design Week:
Communication Channels



The new 2010 BDW web site, considering the 
nature and the international character of the 
festival, is the main global information source 
and promotional channel. Having that in mind, 
the realization and design concept of the detailed 
web site were carefully organized, with exclusive 
and rich contents like image galleries and 
movies, detailed news and copywriting, and it is 
being considered one of the most relevant design 
portals in SEE today. 

The promotion of BDW partners on the web site 
was one of key exposure points during BDW 
2010, which can be seen in case study of the 
exposure of the Mercedes Benz’s brand Smart.

www.belgradedesignweek.com

BDW web site home page

1. WEB PRoDuCTIoN



BDW web site program page



BDW web site program page ctd.
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BDW web site, Partners page

BDW web site, Mercedes promotional banner

BDW web site, Daily Partners in header



BDW web site, Partners page ctd.



BDW web site, Partners page ctd.
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BDW web site, News link, case study of partners of the Smart Students program

BDW web site, News link, case study Smart expositionBDW web site, Newsletter example #21
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BDW web site, DizajNights link, case study partner of DizajNightsBDW web site, Labs links, case study partner of Smart Lab 



“ My two big loves of 2010 was belgrade design week and the
 TMA – 1 by KiBiSi that I presented there. Both are children of
 determination, team work and eagerness to create a long lasting 
value. BDW and the TMA-1 is founded on solid content, great 
vibes and acumen. BDW will stay with me.“
LArS LArSEN, KILO DESIGN, DK
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BDW brochure, cover page

BDW 2010 produced a series of print documents:

1. The 8 pages A4 "conference Sales Brochure", 
printed in more than 10.000 copies, distributed 
worldwide in the period from January to June 
2010, from almost 7 000 physical addresses form 
London to all over the SEE region, to handouts in 
Milan Saloni in April 2010, and various Tourist 
Organization of Belgrade presentations (Frankfurt, 
Berlin, Zagreb), own BDW presentations 
(Budapest) for example.

2. The 44 pages thick and detailed "SMArT 
SQuArED Brochure" with full festival program, 
printed in more than 20.000 copies, was carefully 
distributed all over Belgrade during the festival, to 
partners, prominent galleries, showrooms, Horeca 
and tourist info points, as well as professional 
unions for design, architecture and advertising. 
The final copies where distributed to the several 
thousands of festival visitors in BDW locations.

3. The exposure of BDW partners was rich and 
meaningful in the conference brochure. Hereby we 
present the case study of the promotion of a "Day 
Partner" like Banca Intesa.

2. PRINT PRoDuCTIoN



BDW brochure, case study Banca Intesa exposition
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3. PRoMo CAMPAIGN

Four most important promo channels of 
BDW 2010:

1. Ads in various domestic and
internationalmagazines (Kuca Stil, Yellow cab,
Digital photo, Kuhinje & Kupatila, Hausbau,
SEE business&travel, Biznis Magazin,
Ekonometar, Mobilni magazin, Taboo, SEE
business, Oris, Ministudio magazin, Singidunum,
Biznis, Montenegro, Index magazin, city
magazin, Icon, creative review etc.)

2. Banners on more than 50 web portals,
worldwide, on leadig global design websites
such as KAK.ru, dezeen.com, designspotter,
designed.rs, as well as leading national websites
such as B92, Blic, 24 sata etc.

3. 20 seconds TVc in national and regional TV
networks (B92, B92 Info, TV Avala, MTV).

4. A2 Posters distributied in more than 5.000
copies, in Belgrade, regional sales offices like
Zagreb, Ljubljana, Budapest etc, and during
Milan Saloni in April 2010.

The value of the BDW 2010 promo campaign is
aprx. 200.000 Eur.

Icon magazine, May 2010, BDW advertisment
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Fanfara, BDW banner

B92, BDW banner

Dezeen, BDW banner

WEB BANNERS

Kak.ru, BDW banner

Blic Online, BDW banner

Vibe Yor Self, BDW banner
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From January till June 2010, BDW has achieved 
a media coverage of total 110 articles published 
in local print media, while the full extent of 
media coverage starts only after the BDW with 
interviews produced during the event, published 
worldwide during the whole one year period 
until the next BDW 2011.

The media coverage includes articles published 
in national dailies such are Politika, Blic, 
Danas, 24 sata, Alo, Kurir, Dnevnik, weeklies 
such are Story, Singidunum Weekly, city 
Magazine, Ekonomist and monthly magazines 
such are Elle, Elle dekor, Grazia, Playboy, 
Mobilni magazin, Ekonometar, Biznis magazin, 
casaviva, Market etc. This year BDW was 
covered by eight most notable international 
media representatives reporting live from BDW 
- Abitare Italy, Daily Telegraph, Financial 
Times, Icon, creative review, Guardian, 
Observer, all uK, and Stylepark Germany.

4. ExPoSuRE IN PRINT MEDIA

DAILy NEWSPAPERS
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Blic, 04.06. 2010.
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Blic, 07.06. 2010.
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Ekonomist, 03.06. 2010.
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MAGAZINES
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B92, Vesti

5. ExPoSuRE IN 
 ELECTRoNIC MEDIA/TV

rTS1, Dnevnik 2 rTS1, Dnevnik 3
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Studio B, Još uvek budniB92, POPodne

TV Avala, Jutarnji program

Enter, Biljana za Vas
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BDW was hugely promoted on various web 
portals, local as well as international. Top 
international media such are Financial Times, 
Independent, Abitare, Icon, creative review, 

Designboom and Dezeen published articles and 
reports about BDW and presented it as one of 
the most important design related global events 
in year 2010.

6. ExPoSuRE IN 
 ELECTRoNIC MEDIA/WEB

www.abitare.it



www.stylepark.comwww.creativereview.co.uk www.designed.rs
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www.designed.rs/d-report BDW conference day 3http://www.b92.net/zivot/art_i_dizajn.php www.designed.rs/d-report BDW conference day 2
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www.iconeye.comwww.dexigner.comwww.dezeen.com
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The belgrade design week 2010 TV chronicle 
was broadcasted on TV Avala, during four 
days (from Thursday, June 03rd to Sunday June 
06th) with average duration of 30 minutes. 
Approximately 70.000 viewers watched the TV 
chronicle every night.

It is important to mention that this year’s TV 
chronicle varies from the usual, impersonal and 
purely informational form of cultural reviews. 
The next step is the production of the BDW 
2010 movie.

7. TV PRoDuCTIoN/ 
 BDW TV CHRoNICLE 2010

BDW chronicle 2010
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The final BDW 2010 press conference took place 
in the Media center of the National Tourism 
Organization of Serbia on May 24th 2010, in 
front of amazing 50plus media representatives. 

BDW 2010 presented the key partners: Maja 
Kolar - Banca Intesa, Milovan Dević - Mercedes 
Benz, Ivana Đurišić - British council, Vladimir 
Todorović - BAH, Aleksandra Knez-Milojković 
- Bells, Vojislav Kecman - Pošta Srbije i 
Branimir Jovanović - Infostud.

On November 26th 2009 BDW organised its 
first press conference dedictaed to 2010, in 
an different atmosphere - a specialy designed 
DESIGN FOOD brunch for closest media 
partners in the Zaplet food temple.

Jovan Jelovac, founder and chairman of 
belgrade design week, spoke about the 
importance of BDW and it’s educational role in 
the time of crisis, and announced the program 
and dates.

8. PRESS CoNFERENCES
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BDW location, case study Smart exposition, outdoor  

cONFErENcE LOcATION:

This year's BDW conference location, Atelje 
212, provided the perfect backdrop for subtle but 
impactfull partner's exposure. Following BDW's 
unique partnership philosophy of promoting 
content that can be related to the program, we 
provided space and attention for design gems like 
the smart car in the entry plateau, and the Banca 
Intesa exhibition "Ozivi Plastiku".  
Each BDW conference space allows for maximum 
partnership exposure: from spatial features 
promoting catering, food and beverages partners, 
as well as countless interior design possibilities 
- furniture, the official interview sofa, internet 
corners, special dedicated lounges, fireplaces, 
technology presentations (screens, sound etc...), all 
the way through event features such as partner's 
press conferences, cocktails of the day, all laser 
sharp tailored for up to 1000 selected opinion 
leaders/BDW delegates every day.

SATELLITE LOcATIONS:

The satellite programs such as Labs, Premiers, 
Nights etc., produced every day and every night 
during BDW on locations all over Belgrade, allow 
unlimited partner's exposure to be developed, 
from shopping windows labeling, on-site 
sampling and promotions, dedicated events and 
receptions, to own exhibitions and vernissages. 
BDW is encouraging general partnerships for 
all satellite event segments, that can easy be 
"owned" following the BDW content-logic: 
Workshops by service brands, consultancies, 
banks, learning institutes, Vernissages and 
Exhibitions by communication, luxury and 
FMcG companies, offering exposure at 
city-wide popular happenings every day 
with thousands of visitors, while the Night 
Parties offer an unrivaled exposure for leading 
social consumption & entertainment brands, 
from media & drinks, to corporate clients & 
professional associations wishing to entertain 
their members at BDW nights!

9. LoCATIoN BRANDING
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BDW location, case study Mobilni magazin exposition, conference lobby

BDW location, case study Beo-Fabrilor fire places exposition, conference lobbyBDW location, outdoor branding
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BDW location, case study Banca Intesa and Smart exposition, Facade banners

BDW location, case study Smart exposition exposition, conference lobby

SNAP SHOT IZ HrONIKE

OScAr WALL INTErVJuBDW location, BDW Oscar Wall Key Partners exposition

BDW location, case study Smart exposition, Workshop space
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BDW location, case study Banca Intesa exposition, conference cafe/Lounge

BDW location, case study Trimo exposition, conference stageBDW location, case study Banca Intesa exposition, conference cafe/Lounge



BDW location, case study red Bull exposition, Design Nights party   

BDW location, case study MTV exposition, Design Nights party   BDW location, case study carlsberg (Tuborg) exposition, Design Nights party   



"I was hugely impressed by the ambition, internationalism and joie de vivre of Belgrade 
Design Week. The concept of a non-profit festival which puts ideas before commerce and which 
emphasizes a subtle shift eastwards in an expanding Europe symbolises a significant moment.
The beautiful, vibrant and hospitable city of Belgrade is the perfect host to concretise that moment."
EDWIN HEATHcOTE,

FINANcIAL TIMES, uK

BDW location, Banca Intesa and Mobilni Magazin exposition, conference cocktail receptions 
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Perhaps the biggest security for a partner's 
investment into BDW presents the festival's 
huge and well planned advertising/media 
activity. It is safe to say that in the month 
preceding the festival week a total value 
of 200.000 Eur of BDW advertising is 
conquering the Serbian media space, making 
sure that all interested parties notice and get 
even a first understanding of the event, as 
well and inspirational invitation to join the 
various programs. This effect is additionally 
strengthened by the Pr media value, which is 
not shown here but is certainly 4 - 5 times more 
worth just for the same period before BDW, with 
detailed announcements and media coverages of 
the upcoming festival, which ensure that several 
million people in Serbia and spillover countries 
are introduced again and again to BDW.  
After the event, the media Pr value, which has 
risen to 1.000.000 Eur before BDW, again 
grows 3-5 times in one year time, with all the 
reportages about the festival around the world in 
all media, including national TV chronicles etc.

To come back to the advertising value - a 
significant proportion is carefully planned 
each year for key international professional 
media, such as leading global design websites 
like dezeen.com, ads in brochures of key 
global events like Zona Tortona, or full color 
ads in most important design magazines like 
Wallpaper, Icon or creative review.  
BDW creates each year for each media a 
carefully designed and produced application 
throughout all media: print ads, interactive web-
banners linked to own BDW website, animated 
TV commercials, radio commercials, insertation 
promo - brochures etc. All this amazing media 
value would not be possible without first and 
foremost donations from our esteemed media 
partners! They make BDW visible and visited, 
and BDW wishes to express our gratitude by 
returning more and more high quality content 
for publishing to all of them each year.

10. MEDIA PLAN/
ADVERTISING VALuE
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• 4 program segments: Workshops, Conference,
 Satellite/Vernissages/Premiers, Parties

• 1 world class international conference

• 30 international SMART² lecturers

• 7 Serbian SMART CITY speakers 

• 134 accredited journalists

• 300 - 500 conference delegates average
 per lecture x 27 lectures

• aprox. 1000 daily visitors of Zaplet designLounge
 at the conference location, Atelje 212 theatre,
 with daily cocktail receptions and live DJ music

• 6 designLabs/workshops x average 70 delegates

• 10 designPremieres

• 4 desigNights parties with 5 live performances of
 international & local music stars, plus resident DJ's

• More than 5,000 visitors of
 designPremieres and designNights

• 4 TV Chronicles broadcasted on national TV Avala

• 1 BDW Book of 350 pages, 1 BDW Movie of 55 minutes

11. BELGRADE DESIGN WEEK
 2010 IN NuMBERS:
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Vision

develop a year-round one-stop network 
for the entire see creative community, 
providing a continuous connection with 
global creative industries.

Our vision is simple and organic, and firmly 
rooted in the current successful dna of bdw: 
we are working hard to widen the extent of a 
seven-day festival into a more complex, year 
long continuous role of being the premier one 
stop partner for building a society of knowledge 
in see. To achieve this, we are further and 
deeper developing connections on two levels: 
firstly with all surrounding regional centers, 
as well as secondly with leading global design-
hubs, ensuring a 365 days/year active two-way 
exchange of projects, ideas, collaborations.  
We not only help developing a network of 
creative cities worldwide, but in the process 
produce effective new tools such as websites, 
blogs, seminars and knowledge centers such as 
libraries and series of ongoing events, all the  
way to opening a permanent regional design 
museum in Belgrade.

bdw exists to be the bridge between the creative 
industries and the business world, the global 
design scene and the local and regional impetus, 
the private economy and the government 
administration, and last but not least, the 
connection between our famously passionate 
audience and the leading global creative minds of 
the 21st century. 

Our successfully developed vision would firmly 
place Belgrade and Serbia as well as the whole 
SEE region on the global creative map, and 
ensure bdw's role as global partner to leading 
institutions and events devoted to building a 
better society with help of creative industries.

Mission

produce a gripping annual meeting point 
of global creative leaders with serbia and 
south east europe in belgrade, with a non-
pareil design conference as centrepiece.

In this time of global economic crisis and 
economy of transition still developing in Serbia 
and a large part of South East Europe, our 
mission can only be to survive and successfully 
stage yet another amazing seven-days-festival of 
the creative industries, albeit the most relevant 
one in the 100-million people region between 
Vienna and Istanbul.

The foundation is clear - we have an amazing 
reputation to defend and develop further: our 
famous international three days conference 
has been voted one of the best global creative 
conferences by worldwide opinion leaders 
and media, 5 years in a row, and the list 
of participants is growing and setting 
absolutely new standards and perspectives, 
globally unmatched!

Additionally to the conference, respectful to 
economical realities, we continue to develop 
our next true mission point: to each year again 
and again transform the streets, museums, 
showrooms, workshops, studios, galleries, 
schools, media, and in general, the minds of 
Belgrade, into a week-long international place 
of connection between the creative industries 
and the world of business, without bias, enabling 
our citizens and visitors to enjoy an inspirational 
city-wide festival, as well as allowing Belgrade to 
fulfill its creative potential.

Our mission is to convert Lecturers to 
Ambassadors, Visitors to Members, and 
Everyone to Loyal Supporter.



cONTAcT & INQuIrES:

office@belgradedesignweek.com

WWW. BELGrADEDESIGNWEEK.cOM
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THANK you BDW PARTNERS!



"I was hugely impressed by the ambition, internationalism and 
joie de vivre of belgrade design week.
The concept of a non-profit festival which puts ideas before commerce 
and which emphasizes a subtle shift eastwards in an expanding Europe 
symbolises a significant moment.
The beautiful, vibrant and hospitable city of Belgrade is the perfect 
host to concretise that moment."
edwin heathcote, 
financial times, uk

"What a fantastic feast this belgrade design week was!
Inspiring, exciting and full of intensive dialogue.
More than any other conferences, bdw was showing, why we are all 
Designers - because it's about the vibe, the passion, the people and 
the culture of exchange.
Belgrade! We' ll come back!"
tobias kohlhaas & birgit hoelzer,
weiss-heiten, de

" belgrade design week is a masterpiece in the art and science 
of conference design and a hell of a good way to spend 3 days in Serbia!"
bjarke ingels, dk


